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Matter(s) of Empathy in Art Education & Research 
 
 

Abstract 

This dissertation study focuses on exploring connections between the artistic 

practices of art viewing and artmaking, with empathetic behaviors. The study is 

located at the intersection of visual art education, qualitative and post-qualitative 

methodologies. Motivated by a desire to improve our understanding of how art 

education practices might cultivate empathy. I used arts-based research methods 

(ABR) to investigate how art viewing and creating artworks conjures up empathy 

phenomena.  

The specific research questions addressed are: what does using arts-based 

methods to study empathy allow researchers to see differently? And what potential 

pedagogies does examining the ongoing relationality between artistic practices and 

empathy set in motion? In addressing these research questions, I also suggest how 

art education, and education more broadly, might work to establish an ethics of 

response-ability and accountability, given the ambiguous nature of empathetic 

behaviors.  

Here I summarize my three studies examining the relationalities between art and 

empathy and provide deeper insights into the ways in which empathetic behaviors 

might come to be pedagogically integrated into art education. By examining more 

deeply the entangled nature of art and empathy, this study has evolved from its 

initial theoretical application of constructivist theories to a posthuman, performative 

perspective of empathy. Here I trace entanglements of material matter and meaning, 

as these are generative in artistic practices and the role that empathetic behaviors 

play in helping to ascertain new meanings for the material objects engaged during 

artistic practices. As Karen Barad’s (2007) theory of agential realism comes to onto-

epistemologically shift the doctoral research at hand, empathy and how it forms 

connections with art consequently gets re-membered anew.  

Study I explores empathetic behaviors as they occur during a facilitated art 

viewing activity called Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) conducted with a group of 

ten adults at the 2016 International Society for Education through Art’s European 

congress regional conference. It used a mix of arts-based methods along with survey 

and discourse analysis in conjunction with Batson’s (2009) eight empathetic 

behaviors to examine which empathetic behaviors are elicited by participating in 

(VTS) art viewing exercises. The study illuminates how the empathetic behaviors 

elicited during the VTS exercise coincided with the viewers’ ability to shift initial 

assumptions held about the image, alternating their own perceptions to consider 

what other participants suggest.  



 

 

Study II took place at an upper-secondary visual arts school in Helsinki with 45 

16-19-year-old students. Using ABR as video artmaking, the study explores objects, 

materials, matter(s), and empathetic behaviors in their specific entanglements. 

Written recountings were used to map entanglements of non-human actors (i.e., 

objects/materials/matter(s) as cats and dogs) working agentically in co-constituting 

empathetic behaviors. Its findings illuminate how objects/materials/matter(s) are 

agentic in co-constituting conditions for empathy during artmaking.  

Study III, again using ABR, examines two video artworks created by 10 

undergraduate education studies students. Here, Karen Barad’s (2007) theory of 

agential realism onto-epistemologically informs the research by re-thinking time 

alternatively as spacetimemattering to illuminate entanglements of artistic practices 

and empathy. Post-qualitative methods of ‘plugging in’, in conjunction with affects 

experienced while watching the video, were used in identifying events of empathy as 

students artistically conveyed ideas around a central ‘garden’ theme. The potential of 

visual art pedagogy to evoke heterogeneous understandings of empathetic behaviors 

by re-thinking non-human objects/materials/matter(s) as phenomena emergent 

through spacetimematter are discussed in the study.  

 The findings highlight the importance of understanding empathy performativity, 

subject/object unification, spacetimematter, objects/materials/matter(s) as 

phenomena, and responsibility and accountability, as important matter(s) for 

integrating empathy in art education. I suggest that art educators and researchers 

focus on issues concerning empathy and ‘what it does’ and that using ABR methods 

and artistic practices can help achieve this in research practices. I also discuss ways 

to pedagogically integrate more-than-human empathy through art education so that 

it incorporates an ethicality of response-ability and accountability.  

Keywords: Art education, Empathy, Posthuman, New Materialisms Agential Realism, 

Arts-based research, Video artworks 
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Abstract 

Tässä väitöskirjatutkimuksessa keskitytään tutkimaan taiteen katsomisen, taiteen 

tekemisen ja empaattisen käyttäytymisen välisiä yhteyksiä. Tutkimus sijoittuu 

kuvataidekasvatuksen sekä kvalitatiivisten ja post-kvalitatiivisten menetelmien 

risteyskohtaan, ja tavoitteena oli lisätä ymmärrystämme siitä, miten 

taidekasvatuksen käytännöt voivat kehittää empatiaa. Käytin tässä väitöskirjassa 

taiteeseen perustuvia tutkimusmenetelmiä (arts-based research methods, ABR) 

valottaakseni taiteen katsomisen ja luomisen käytäntöjä. Halusin selvittää, miten 

taiteen katsomiseen ja luomiseen osallistuminen synnyttää empatiailmiöitä.  

Tässä yhteenvedossa käsiteltävät tutkimuskysymykset ovat tarkalleen seuraavat: 

Mitä tutkijoiden on mahdollista nähdä toisin, kun taiteeseen perustuvia menetelmiä 

käytetään empatian tutkimisessa? Ja mitä mahdollisia pedagogioita taiteellisten 

käytäntöjen ja empatian välisen jatkuvan suhteellisuuden tarkastelu saa liikkeelle? 

Näitä tutkimuskysymyksiä käsitellessään tämä väitöstutkimus viittaa myös siihen, 

että taidekasvatus ja kasvatus laajemmin voisivat luoda vasteellisuuden ja 

vastuullisuuden etiikkaa, kun otetaan huomioon empaattisen käyttäytymisen 

monitulkintainen luonne.  

Tämä artikkeliväitöskirja vetää yhteen kolme tutkimusta, jotka tutkivat taidetta ja 

empatiaa, ja se tarjoaa syvällisempää tietoa siitä, miten empaattista käyttäytymistä 

voitaisiin pedagogisesti integroida taidekasvatukseen. Tarkastelemalla syvällisemmin 

taiteen ja empatian yhteen kietoutunutta luonnetta tämä väitöskirja on siirtynyt 

konstruktivististen teorioiden teoreettisesta soveltamisesta empatian 

posthumanistiseen, performatiiviseen näkökulmaan. Tässä väitöskirjassa 

tarkastellaan aineellisen aineen ja merkityksen yhteen kietoutumista, sillä ne ovat 

luonteeltaan tuottavia taiteellisissa käytännöissä sekä empaattisen käyttäytymisen 

roolissa, joka auttaa löytämään uusia merkityksiä taiteellisissa käytännöissä 

käytetyille aineellisille esineille. Kun Karen Baradin (2007) teoria agentiaalisesta 

realismista siirtää onto-epistemologisesti tämän väitöskirjatutkimuksen 

keskipistettä, empatia ja sen tapa muodostaa yhteyksiä taiteeseen tulevat näin 

muotoilluiksi uudelleen.  

Ensimmäisessä tutkimuksessa tutkitaan empatiailmiöitä, jotka ilmenivät Visual 

Thinking Strategies -nimisen ohjatun taiteenkatseluharjoituksen aikana, joka 

toteutettiin kymmenen aikuisen ryhmän kanssa vuoden 2016 International Society 

for Education Through Art -organisaation Euroopan aluekonferenssissa. Siinä 

käytettiin taiteeseen perustuvien tutkimusmenetelmien, kyselytutkimuksen ja 

diskurssianalyysin yhdistelmää yhdessä Batsonin (2009) kahdeksan empaattisen 



 

 

ilmiön kanssa. Tutkimus pyrki selvittämään, mitä empaattisia ilmiöitä taiteen 

katseluharjoituksiin (VTS) osallistuminen herättää. Tutkimuksessa valaistaan, miten 

VTS-harjoituksen aikana syntyneet empaattiset käyttäytymismallit vastasivat 

katsojien kykyä muuttaa kuvasta tehtyjä alkuperäisiä oletuksiaan muiden 

osallistujien esille tuomien vaihtoehtoisten ajatusten pohjalta.  

Toinen tutkimus toteutettiin helsinkiläisessä kuvataidelukiossa, ja siihen osallistui 

45 opiskelijaa, jotka olivat 16-18-vuotiaita. Tutkimuksessa käytettiin ABR:nä 

esimerkiksi videotaiteen tekemistä, ja siinä tutkitaan esineitä, materiaaleja, 

ainetta/aineita sekä empaattista käyttäytymistä niiden omaleimaisen yhteen 

kietoutumisen näkökulmasta. Tutkimuksessa kuvataan agentiaalisen realismin 

kautta, miten yli-inhimilliset toimijat (esim. esineet/materiaalit/aine(et), kuten 

kissat ja koirat) toimivat agentiaalisesti muodostaen yhdessä empaattista 

käyttäytymistä. Sen havainnot valaisevat sitä, miten esineet/materiaalit/aine(et) ovat 

agentiaalisia osallistuessaan empatian edellytysten muodostamiseen taiteen 

tekemisen aikana.  

Kolmannessa tutkimuksessa käytetään jälleen ABR:ää ja tarkastellaan kahta 

videotaideteosta, jotka on luonut kymmenen kasvatustieteen perustutkinto-

opiskelijaa. Tutkimuksessa Karen Baradin (2007) teoria agentiaalisesta realismista 

antaa tutkimukselle onto-epistemologisesti tietoa muotoilemalla ajan uudelleen tila-

aika-aineeksi ja valottamalla näin taiteellisten käytäntöjen ja empatian yhteen 

kietoutumista. Empatiatapahtumien tunnistamisessa käytettiin "kytkeytymisen" 

(plugging in) postkvalitatiivisia menetelmiä videota katsellessa koettujen vaikutusten 

yhteydessä, kun oppilaat toteuttivat taiteen kautta keskeisen puutarhateeman 

ympärille syntyviä ideoita. Tutkimuksessa pohditaan kuvataidepedagogiikan 

mahdollisuuksia herättää heterogeenisiä käsityksiä empaattisesta käyttäytymisestä 

muotoilemassa uudelleen ei-inhimillisiä esineitä/materiaaleja/aineita ilmiöinä, jotka 

syntyvät tila-aika-aineen kautta.  

Tämän väitöstutkimuksen empiiriset tulokset korostavat empatian 

performatiivisuuden, subjektin ja objektin yhdistämisen, tila-aika-aineen sekä 

esineiden/materiaalien/aine(id)en ilmiöinä ymmärtämisen tärkeyttä sekä vastuun ja 

vastuullisuuden eettisyyden mieltämistä tärkeiksi asioiksi empatian 

taidekasvatukseen integroimisessa. Tässä tutkimuksessa suositellaan, että 

taidekasvattajat ja tutkijat keskittyisivät empatiaan ja siihen, "mitä se tekee". 

Tutkimus myös viittaa siihen, että ABR-menetelmien ja taiteellisten käytäntöjen 

käyttö voi auttaa saavuttamaan tämän käytännön tutkimuksessa. Tässä 

väitöskirjassa pohditaan myös tapoja, joilla yli-inhimillinen empatia voidaan 

pedagogisesti integroida taidekasvatuskäytäntöjen kautta niin, että se sisältää 

vasteellisuuden ja vastuullisuuden eettisen luonteen. 

Avainsanat: Taidekasvatus, Empatia, Posthumanismi, Uusmaterialismin 
Agentiaalinen Realismi, Taiteeseen perustuva tutkimus, Videoteokset  
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  1 

PROLOGUE 

In this study’s performative exploration of empathy and art the entangled threads 

of non-human and humans and what phenomena they produce are taken into 

consideration. While most of the information revealing what this study consists of 

can be found within the pages of the dissertation summary’s text, the digital object 

(video artwork) accessible through the QR code located below, connects readers to 

its performative, or rather non-linguistic video artwork representation. This video 

artwork has been created as part of a practice of performative reflexivity, as its 

creation follows the same video arts-based methodology used throughout this 

study. 

Sometimes some things cannot be captured merely through words and text. 

Sometimes, things, objects, materials, and the way they help to shape the 

phenomena of our daily lives can only be grasped through alternative ways of 

knowing and being with the world. Following in the footsteps of feminist new 

materialist scholars who came before me, this study aims to trouble the redundant 

privileging of linguistic forms of representation in scientific inquiry. The study here 

embraces more-than-human video artworks as an important part of the collective 

whole. In doing so, the affective qualities, emotions, and feelings objects convey are 

experiential components relevant to the study at hand. 

In making the connected video artwork, I performatively ‘try-on’ the 

methodologies, theories, and artistic practices that have been tantamount in 

shaping this study. The six-minute video artwork included here can be viewed as an 

example or continuation of the knowledge-making practices generative of this 

study and what new meanings it produces. The video artwork incorporates objects, 

material, and matter(s) and their performative agency, as it seeks to transform 

understanding of matter(s) as phenomena entangling us in events of empathy and 

art. 
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 2 

1 Introduction 

 
It might just be that art is the oyster shell of empathy’s pearl. Art and empathy have 

both historical and conceptual connections, the depths of which seem to have all but 

been forgotten over the past century (Lanzoni, 2019). While empathy has become a 

buzzword of late in society and education, the word empathy was selected in 1909 by 

the American psychologist, Edward Titchener in efforts to translate the Einfühlung1 

concept which German aesthetic theorists developed in relation to art objects and 

nature (Krznaric, 2014). Today in the fields of psychology and social psychology, 

empathy is often associated with prosocial traits and viewed as important for 

provoking helpful behaviors towards others (Hoffman, 2000).  

Recent research has established positive correlations between arts engagement 

and “higher academic achievement, increased literacy and numeracy, more healthy 

behaviors, positive mental well-being, and higher life satisfactions” (Kuo, Konrath & 

Goldstien, 2020, p. 248). Artistic practices of viewing and creating artwork are 

viewed as a possible means for fostering empathetic behaviors and any concurrent 

(interpersonal) social skills (Kuo et al., 2020). However, qualitative research 

examining how visual arts engagement connects with prosocial behaviors 

(particularly empathy) is difficult to locate (Kuo et al., 2020; Winner, Goldstein, & 

Vincent-Lancrin, 2013). Given art and empathy’s historical connections, it seems 

plausible that artistic practices provide an ingress for research to explore empathy 

more closely.  

Nowadays adamant claims for the development of empathy are being made (Borba, 

2016; Krznaric, 2014; Rifkin, 2010). Zalulak et al., (2015) found that arts-based 

educational programs have positive outcomes for developing ‘cognitive’ empathetic 

behaviors (Zalulak, Halgren, Tan, & Grierson, 2015). Currently in the U.S., arts 

education policy researchers support moves to incorporate Social Emotional 

Learning (SEL) standards into art classrooms (Edgar & Morrison, 2021). Typically, 

SEL programs do not directly teach empathy development, but they do promote 

specific empathetic behaviors as they are viewed as foundational to pro-social skills. 

More research is needed however, to fully understand the depth and complexities of 

empathetic behaviors in SEL development, as current research methods have barely 

begun to unravel these.  

Studying empathy is important yet difficult because “the field suffers from a lack of 

consensus regarding the nature of the [empathy] phenomena” (Preston & De Wal, 

2002, p.1; Nowak, 2011). A lack of clarity has enabled the passing around and 

manipulation of empathy, thus making it difficult for art education researchers to 

assemble around a cohesive body of empathy research. A historically perpetuated 

desire to develop scientific devices to measure empathy has also led empathy inquiry 

 
1 Einfühlung translated into English is defined as in-feeling. However, I do not want to ascribe this definition to 
the text here as even in its Einfühlung expression, it is not possible to assign empathy one definitive definition 
(Lanzoni, 2019). 
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away from “its unique ties to situations” (Lanzoni, 2019, p. 189) consequently 

making it difficult to validify more alternative or artistic forms of inquiry.  

Politicians and global industries such as the World Economic Forum (2016) have 

made mention of empathy, supporting its educational development in seeking to help 

prepare us for future work and living. Over the past decade a variety of empathy and 

SEL initiatives have emerged around the globe, for example: UNESCO’s Learning for 

Empathy (Pakistan, Thailand, Bangladesh, etc.), the Center for Compassion and 

Altruism Research and Education (CCARE), The Dalai Lama Center (Canada), 

EmpathyLab (UK), Center for Empathy in International Affairs, Denmark's core 

curriculum Kassen tid, and the Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional 

Learning (CASEL) in the USA.  

Programs such as the ones listed above are important because they seek to help 

students understand how to socially interact in appropriate ways. Such curricular 

approaches empower narrow conceptualizations of empathy constricting what 

potential fully understanding the nature of empathy has to offer. Much of the current 

rhetoric on empathy divides empathetic behaviors as either cognitive (in the mind) 

or affective (in the body) and as something an empathizing subject has that is then 

directed at an ‘object’ of empathy. Rhetoric centered on human subjects often 

accompanies such parsing conceptions of empathy.  

Empathy is commonly understood by many as being either perspective taking 

‘walking in another person’s shoes’, or compassion ‘I feel your pain’ (Hall, Schwartz, 

& Duong, 2020). It is often touted as leading us to becoming better people and 

making the world a better place. Understanding empathy too strictly within the 

boundaries of these popular definitions makes empathy vulnerable and susceptible to 

promoting agendas that ‘pre-scribe’ (O’Donnell 2013) how/what/who students 

should become 2 . Empathy dichotomized as empathizing subjects and objects of 

empathy, situates its followers as the arbiters of empathy. The idea of empathy gets 

used in helping to achieve political and moral dilemmas defined by those who have 

the power to determine and name these. 

While empathy has the potential to help us achieve more “’distal’ and abstract 

goals” (Gallese, 2005, p. 37), it is not an inherently innocent concept, as many are led 

to believe (Breithaupt, 2019: Bloom, 2016). As a case in point, Wilhelm Worringer’s 

empathy theories conceptualized in connection with German Expressionism shortly 

before WWII, also influenced how the German national socialist party 

propagandized its ideologies (Sorensen, n.d). After WWII, the popular press 

emphasized empathy’s human attributes to the masses, all but erasing empathy’s 

German Einfühlung history connected to aesthetics and art objects (Lanzoni, 2019).  

Empathy does not always culminate with altruistic outcomes (Breithaupt, 2019). 

Empathetic behaviors can be exploited and manipulated; a prime example being 

commercial industries attempting to capture their audiences. Empathy as 

subconscious embodied simulation (Gallese, 2005) and perspective-taking have come 

to be well understood and used by corporate advertising and entertainment agencies 

 
2 See for example O’Donnell’s (2013) article Unpredictability, Transformation, and Pedagogical Encounter for a 
more in-dept discussion on therapy and education.  
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(Lanzoni, 2019). For decades now commercial institutions wanting to monetize try to 

harness empathy in efforts to convince consumers that “a better world can be 

achieved, because a better world can be bought” (Garber, 2017, para. 5).  

According to Lanzoni “the ways in which we imagine empathy are important, for 

these imaginings themselves can open up new possibilities for connection” (Lanzoni, 

2019, p. 280). Working to provide an intercultural education with awareness for all, 

calls for “responsible pedagogy that also includes the development of empathy” 

(Elam, Hansson Stenhammer, Karlsson Häikiö, Kupferberg, Nejadmehr, & 

Wictorin, 2018, p. 10). Viewing empathy through its historical connection as a 

dynamic aesthetic construct opens the vast potential of empathy, in not only helping 

us form human-to-human connections but also in helping us understand non-human 

‘others’ as well.  

A ‘turn to matter’ is a post-structuralist perspective ascribed to new materialisms, 

a theory that views objects, materials, and matter as having agentic capacities (Fox & 

Alldred, 2018, p.1: see also Coole & Frost, 2020; Alaimo & Hekman, 2008; Barad, 

2007; Bennett, 1957). Political theorist Jane Bennett (2010) describes thing-power 

as “the strange ability of ordinary, man-made items to exceed their status as objects 

and to manifest traces of independence or aliveness” (p. xvi). This notion that things, 

such as ordinary objects, substance materials, and physical matter, exhibit agency or 

the capacity to produce or precipitate ulterior outcomes, is a critical component of 

post-structuralist feminist new materialisms (Fox & Alldred, 2018).  

Throughout this thesis, I will use the term objects/materials/matter(s). The 

forward slash between the words indicates that these can be referred to specifically 

yet are written together as one word as each of these comprises the other. The word 

matter(s) is written with an (s) to account for both its meaning in relating to physical 

matter (for example, atoms, cells, plants, dogs) but also in relation to circumstances 

or issues (important topics). 

 Theoretical particle physicist and science philosopher Karen Barad (2007), in 

their3 agential realism theory views physical matter as “only distinct in relation to 

their mutual entanglements'' meaning that agencies, human or non-human, “don’t 

exist as individual element” (Barad, 2007, p. 33) outside each other. Remembering 

the role that objects as aesthetic phenomena played in helping earlier Einfühlung 

theorists assemble empathy as a concept (Lanzoni, 2019) led me to re-examine 

material connections between empathy and art while re-thinking these through new 

materialisms ‘turn to matter’ (Fox & Alldred, 2018). 

The initial aim of this article-based dissertation was to examine artistic practices 

of art viewing and artmaking used in art education and their connection with 

empathetic behaviors. However, over the course of my research I became aware of 

how actively engaging with objects/materials/matter(s) formed a crucial part in 

connecting artistic practices with empathetic behaviors. Reviewing the overall 

research process and the articles in this dissertation has been helpful in producing 

research questions in association with art education, research, and empathy. The two 

 
3 Karen Barad’s pronouns are they/theirs.  
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main questions that this dissertation summary wrestles with are what does using 

arts-based methods to study empathy allow researchers to see differently? And, 

what potential pedagogies does examining the ongoing relationality between 

artistic practices and empathy set in motion? 

These research questions are examined as part of the effort to gain a better 

understanding of the nature of empathetic behaviors in connection with artistic 

practices in revealing what matter(s) need to be considered in developing responsible 

pedagogical practices for integrating empathy into arts education. Unraveling 

entanglements of art and empathy can provide a deeper awareness as to the 

dynamics of what happens when/where empathy transpires during artistic practices. 

A more profound understanding of what happens in the relationship in-between art 

and empathy can help art education apprehend ways in which to approach empathy 

educationally, while also integrating it through an ethics of responsibility and 

accountability (Barad, 2007). Using new materialisms agential realisms theory to 

explore the relationship between art and empathy has enabled me to interpret their 

educational connections in a novel way. Progressively shifting from social 

constructivist theories to new materialisms’ agential realism onto-epistem-ology4, or 

knowing-in-being (Barad, 2007), the research here addresses connections between 

empathy and art revealing the complexity and dynamics of their relationality and 

why it matter(s).  

1.1 On becoming a researcher  

My work as an art/classroom and museum pedagogue in the U.S for nearly a decade 

is what brought me to pursue my doctoral research on the topic of empathy and art. 

The strong connection between artmaking and empathy became perceptible to me 

one year over the course of engaging my high school students in an origami project. 

Part of the larger origami project involved a class reading of the book Sadako and the 

Thousand Paper Cranes5. As I read the book aloud, the students would fold paper 

cranes while listening to the story. Our aim was to fold a thousand cranes and hang 

them as an installation piece in common areas throughout the school. Alas, we ran 

out of time and had to move onto the next project, falling short of our goal. Over the 

course of the next couple of weeks many students continued dropping off folded 

paper cranes to the classroom and asking for more origami paper. Eventually we 

reached a thousand cranes. Noticing the students’ continued acts of selfless labor, 

their desire to keep folding paper cranes, deepened my curiosity as to what sort of 

influence art education might have on students’ empathy. 

My research draws upon the analysis of three studies. The initial aim was to 

closely examine relationships between artistic practices and empathy through a 

 
4 Bard (2007) coined the terms ‘onto-epistem-ology’ and ‘ethico-onto-epistemology’ to specify how ‘knowing-
in-being’ are inseparable from each other and ourselves; as we form a material part of the worlds becoming 
(Barad, 2007).  
5 “Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes” written by Eleanor Coerr (1977) is an historical novel that retells 
the story of a real girl dying of leukemia resulting from radiation exposure caused by the atomic bomb that the 
U.S. dropped on Hiroshima Japan in 1949.  
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deeper understanding of empathy’s concept. My first study explores a group of ten 

adults participants engaging in an art viewing activity through aesthetic interview. It 

examines what meanings the participants ascribe to the image, as these meanings 

conveyed connect with various definitions of the empathy (Article I). Through a 

critical analysis of the group’s discussion, the study speaks to the dynamic and multi-

variety of empathetic behaviors that were emergent during the activity of art viewing. 

For the second study (article II), my co-authors’ and I explore how three young 

people, while creating a video artwork, are eliciting empathetic behaviors through 

their specific material engagements (Barad, 2007). Illuminating how the non-

human material objects and matter(s) used in creating the art video come to actively 

evoke empathy during artmaking, is this particular studies’ contribution to my 

broader research aim of closely examining connections between art and empathy. 

The third study (article III), in attempting to reach towards pedagogical implications 

of empathy, my coauthors and a I examine empathy elicited during artmaking 

through the concept of spacetimemattering. 3rd year education studies students’ 

(with an art emphasis) video artworks were investigated through the concepts of 

temporality and spacetimemattering. By spreading out empathy’s concepts through 

temporal relationships with objects and matter(s) during artmaking, this study 

helped to illuminate how tensions surrounding empathy as a human centric concept 

deprive art education from understanding the potentialities of what empathy can do.  

Over the course of the study my initial aim to examine the connections between 

art and empathy required a shift in my own understanding of artistic practices. As 

artistic practices are activities of evoking empathy through engaging with 

objects/materials/matter(s), articulating how ongoing connections between empathy 

and art happens, required a divergent way of understanding the nature of their 

ongoing relationalities. Reading Barad’s (2007) theory of agential realism, along with 

other posthuman philosophers, shifted my awareness, from that of an objective 

researcher existing somewhere outside my work, to that of an active participant 

working and becoming with my research. This is not some easy shift that occurs 

overnight. It involves a continuous body/mind effort to undo habits of mind that 

have ongoingly been reinforced since birth. Epistemologies that attribute 

disproportionate value on the human mind to know and understand things, inhibits 

what a relational understanding of our world might materialize.  

  

1.2 Thesis outline  

My thesis is comprised of six chapters. The first chapter will provide historical 

background information regarding Barad’s (2007) theory of agential realism and 

how it connects with empathy, this study, and the arts. In this first section I will 

unpack some of the key concepts from agential realism that have come to onto-

epistem-ologically (Barad, 2007) set this research in motion. Chapter 2 presents a 

review of empathy, starting in its historical aesthetic conceptions, moving through 

mainstream scientific research, into empathy in art education, and onto how 

empathy has come to be conceptualized within the individual studies comprising this 
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thesis. The third chapter discusses methodology and describes what specific ABR 

methods were used in the studies and why. Chapter 4 provides an overview for each 

of the three studies encompassing my thesis. Chapter 5 will elucidate my answers to 

the research questions (mentioned above), drawing on the individual studies in 

providing explanations. Finally, in the discussions/conclusions of Chapter 6, I 

address the limitations of my study and suggest ideas for future research. 
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2 ENTANGLED BEGINNINGS 

Discovering Karen Barad’s theory agential realism occurred while in the midst of my 

studies. Agential realism proved to be an important steppingstone in forming 

connections between empathy, art, and education. In agential realism “different 

spaces and temporalities bleed through one another” (Murris, 2022, p. 35), as past, 

present, and future are “inside the think-now of the present” (Barad, 2017, p.21). 

This study’s entangled beginnings are comprised of multiple threads emanating from 

empathy and art’s past, present, and future, all these work together to materialize 

why empathy matter(s) in education. Agential realism brought awareness to my own 

conceptualizations of empathy as a researcher and art educator. In this section I will 

introduce and unpack some of the key insights required for understanding agential 

realism. I will describe how alongside reading agential realism, I stumbled upon an 

alternative post-modern conceptualization of empathy and how this was productive 

in evolving my own gestations of empathy during my research. Concluding, I will 

discuss how I have come to conceptualize empathy within agential realisms’ onto-

epistem-ology (Barad, 2007).  

 

 2.1 Agential realism & post-structural empathy  

 

At the beginning of my studies (study I for example) the theoretical underpinnings 

informing my research were situated within the epistemics of positivism and 

constructivist theories (Arnheim, 1969; Batson, 2009; Eisenberg & Strayer, 1987 

Dewey, 2005; Piaget, 1970; and Vygotsky, 1971), while in studies II and III a ‘turn to 

matter’ and the relational ontologies of new materialism’s agential realism (Fox & 

Alldred, 2018, p. 1; Dolphijn & van der Tuin 2012; Truman, 2019; Alaimo & 

Heckman, 2008, Barad, 2007; Haraway, 1988: & Deleuze & Guattari, 1984) and 

post-qualitative research methodologies occurs (MacLure, 2013; St. Pierre, 2011; 

Jackson & Mazzie, 2012; Hultman & Lenz Taguchi, 2010; Jane Bennett, 2010; Coole 

& Frost, 2010; and Tom Ingold, 2013). Throughout the course of this study, the 

research process played a role in evolving my own conceptualizations of empathy. In 

my initial study, Looking for Empathy in Visual Encounters (2019), I used 

Constructivist philosophies to theorize how empathetic behavior happens during an 

art viewing session (referred to as Visual Thinking Strategies VTS6). However, while 

undergoing or attempting to analyze my ‘data’7, social constructivist theories were 

insufficient when theorizing non-human factors (for example art materials). This 

desire to include what I initially referred to as things, as important components to 

my study, was driven by their historical role in helping Einfühlung (or aesthetic) 

 
6 I provide an in-depth discussion of Visual Thinking Strategies, which are form of aesthetic interview, in 
Chapter 3 on methods.  
7 I put ‘data’ in quotes because the idea of data is a point of contention in post-qualitative research (see for 
example MacLure, 2013; St. Pierre, 2010). 
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theorist conceptualize empathy in connection with artwork as phenomena (Lazoni, 

2019; Nowak, 2011).  

Over the past three decades what is now known as ‘the material turn’ in the social 

sciences, has been theoretically informed through a ‘vitality of matter’ and rejects 

Cartesian dualisms (Sanzo, 2018, para. 8) for example, mind/body, subject/object or 

self/other. New materialisms and posthumanism do not entirely disregard interest in 

humans (Barad, 2007; Haraway; 1992). Rather, humans are de-centered as the 

primary focus and non-human agencies are equally important (Hohti, 2015; Truman, 

2019). Agential realism is a relational theory or “onto-epistem-ology- the study of 

practices of knowing in being” (Barad, 2007, pg. 185 emphasis original). Agential 

realism was developed by science philosopher and theoretical particle physicist 

Karen Barad by reading the works of physicist Niels Bohr, alongside works by social 

philosophers Michel Foucault and Judith Butler, diffractively analyzing these 

through each other (Barad, 2007; Hollin et.al., 2017). 

In Barad’s agential realism diffractions, or diffractively reading insights through 

one another, is offered as a replacement to traditional scientific research practices of 

reflexivity. Diffractive practices are proposed as an alternative to reflexive practices 

as these are “based on the belief that practices of representing have no effect on the 

objects of investigation and that we have a kind of access to representations that we 

don’t have to the objects themselves” (Barad, 2007, p. 87). Diffractions, often 

exemplified by the ripples of a wave pattern or the separation of light through a 

prism, function as patterns of interference. In agential realism diffraction is not only 

a form of methodology but also a way of engaging the world (Hollins et. al. 2017).  

Barad's (2007) theory of agential realisms illuminates how artistic practices have 

the potential to enable learners to understand how art objects, as things-in-

phenomena, are agentic in evoking empathy performativity. The concept of 

phenomena in agential realism refers to Barad’s “elaboration of Bohr’s notion of 

phenomena” and is different from that of philosophical phenomenologists (Barad, 

2007, p. 412). Phenomena in agential realism are “the primary ontological unit” they 

“are the ontological inseparability/entanglement of intra-acting ‘agencies’” (Barad, 

2007, p. 139, emphasis original). Agency, in agential realism, does not belong to, nor 

is it attributed to any one entity. Rather, agencies are enacted through ongoing 

relationalities, in agential realism “the universe is agential intra-activity in its 

becoming” (Barad, 2007, p.141). 

Empathy in arts education can help learners’ account for how 

objects/materials/matter(s) as intra-acting materially-discursive (i.e., entangled) 

phenomena (of which we are a part) compose the world (Juelskjær, Plauborg, & 

Adrian, 2021). According to Barad (2007), “discursive practices are causal intra-

actions” (p. 149, emphasis original). Discursive practices cause components 

(constituting phenomena) to be marked by other components as these are 

articulating themselves in a variety of different ways (Barad, 2007). I would like to 

quote Barad at length here, as I feel it is important to understand the nature of 

discursive practices in their own agential realist account. Barad writes that 

“discursive practices are specific material (re)configurings of the world through 
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which the determination of boundaries, properties, and meanings is differentially 

enacted. That is, discursive practices are ongoing agential intra-actions of the 

world through which specific determinacies (along with complementary 

indeterminacies) are enacted within the phenomena produced” (Barad, 2007, p. 148-

149, emphasis original). 

In specifying how ongoing relationalities occur between phenomena as intra-

actions and entanglements, Barad states “relata do not preexist relations; rather, 

relata-within-phenomena emerge through specific intra-actions” (Barad, 2007, p. 

140). Intra-action is a term Barad uses in replacement of interaction, as interactions 

imply the knowing subject and the object of inquiry pre-exist one another as separate 

relata. Close examination of intra-actions enacts what Hollin et. al. (2017) depicts as 

the crux of agential realism which is “agential separability- the condition of 

exteriority-within-phenomena" (Barad 2007, p. 140, emphasis original). 

To Barad agential-separability, also known as agential cuts, are described as a 

‘cutting together apart’ meaning that you enact a resolution of exteriority-within-

phenomena (Barad, 2007, p.140). However, when engaging in this form of 

‘measurement’ what is left out is never really left out, and what is separated is not 

individual (Barad, 2007, p. 393). What agential cuts we make as researchers 

matter(s) (Barad, 2007) because intra-acting agencies are not equal in relations of 

power. Entangled within ongoing intra-actions, we (humans, researchers, artists, 

educators) bear responsibility in materializing our world, as we “contest and rework 

what matters and what is excluded from mattering” (Barad, 2007, p.178). 

Marks on bodies, is another phrase/concept that is central to agential realism in 

its ethics of mattering (Barad, 2007). As Barad describes it “all bodies, not merely 

‘human’ bodies, come to matter through the world’s iterative intra-activity–its 

performativity” (Barad 2007, p. 152, original emphasis). Understanding here that 

bodies, both human and non-human, are material-discursive phenomena, reveals an 

opening for empathetic behaviors as playing an essential part in helping us come to 

know these phenomena more deeply.  

The final bit of agential realism that I would like to unpack for you here is its 

understanding of posthumanist performativity. Performativity seeks to move out of 

representationalism’s ways of thinking, as these are based on ideas that descriptions 

and reality mirror each other. Alternatively, Barad proposes moving to practices of 

‘doing’ and setting things in motion (Barad, 2003). In contesting over reliance on 

representationalism, or the idea that we can have a more accurate grasp of reality 

through words8 reflecting things they represent, agential realism grounds itself in a 

relational onto-epistem-ology, or knowing-in-being (Barad, 2003). Performativity is 

“the world’s iterative intra-activity” as it materializes what comes to matter (Barad, 

2003, p. 823). In posthumanist performativity all bodies, human and non-human, 

play a dynamic part in materializing what matter(s) (Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2012).  

 

 

 
8 Agential realism is of the opinion that too much authority and power are granted to language in its ability to 
mediate our world (Barad, 2003).  
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2.2 Empathy in agential realism  

 

How I have come to develop my own understandings of empathy, within 

posthumanism specifically new materialisms agential realisms, was influenced by the 

writings of Claire Hooker (2015, and Marshall & Hooker, 2016). Hooker (2015), 

using philosophies of phenomenology and hermeneutics, argues how empathy can be 

understood in post-modernity. Hooker’s (2015) discussion traverses alternative ideas 

of empathy that were growing around the same time as Einfühlung theory. Shifting 

the spotlight off Theodor Lipps9, Hooker (2015) illuminates other phenomenological 

interpretations that were concurrently being developed at that time. 

Phenomenologists of the time suggested that “empathy is embodied; that empathy is 

interpretative and social; that empathy is experiential- but experience neither of 

‘direct’ ‘sharing’ nor wholly imagined; and that therefore empathy is a crucial mode 

of understanding (and ‘understanding is in turn a serious form of knowing)” 

(Hooker, 2015, p. 548, emphasis original).  

In her writing Hooker (2015) uses a hermeneutical or interpretational approach to 

theorizing practices of perception or perceiving in connection with empathy and 

sociality to argue how empathy might come to be considered performative, as 

something we do (Hooker, 2015). This is in opposition to current discourses viewing 

empathy as something one has in some quantifiable amounts (Konrath, O’Brien, & 

Hsing, 2011). Viewing empathy as performative requires that close attention be given 

to the specificities of the context in which it is occurring (Marshall & Hooker, 2016). 

In agential realism this would mean paying close attention to ongoing intra-activity 

within phenomena. Empathy in its performativity, has become central to 

understanding objects/materials/matter(s) as dynamic agencies effecting how 

empathetic behaviors are ‘happening’.  

Considering that empathy functions in helping us to generate understanding 

(Hooker, 2015) led me to review instances within my own empirical materials that 

evoked curiosity and a heightened desire to investigate them more closely. By tracing 

affects of sensing/meaning-making and the material-discursiveness of 

objects/materials/matter(s) within the phenomena, empathetic behaviors are being 

performed concurrently. Empathetic behaviors are onto-epistemologically agentic in 

helping us (and some non-human animals10 as well) understand the world of which 

we are part.  

Unpacking objects/materials/matter(s) as phenomena is an inherent part of what 

art education already does. A performative understanding as to how artistic practices 

evoke empathetic behaviors reveals opportunities to engage these in connection with 

response-ability (Barad, 2007). Integrating empathy through arts education can 

elicit empathy performativity during activities of learning in ways that are 

 
9 Lipps believed empathy was an imitationally shared embodied response that we have with people, as people 
have similar minds (Hooker, 2015). 
10 Research has established that primates exhibit empathetic behavior. See for example see research by Frans 
de Waal. 
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responsible and open to ‘others’11 (Elam, et al., 2018). Producing a post-humanist 

performative understanding of empathy, as this dissertation attempts, offers 

opportunities for integrating more-than-human empathy within non-

anthropocentric educational practices aimed at de-centering human agency (Kallio-

Tavin, 2020). Materializing what matter(s), isn’t this essentially what empathy and 

activities of viewing art and artmaking are all about? 

 
11 I write ‘others’ in parenthesis here to imply that others include, but is not limited to, non-human animals, 
plant, and objects/materials/matter(s)). 
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2 ART AND EMPATHY 

Empathy in its broad range of art history, conflicting definitions, and lack of 

conceptual clarity, encompasses the heterogeneous starting points I embraced at the 

onset of my dissertation study. In this chapter I begin by presenting some historical 

starting points regarding empathy and its study over the years. As these have come to 

play a causal role in my onto-epistem-ological shifting (Barad, 2007). I have 

organized the order in which my research on empathy is presented here to follow the 

avenues in which my own exploration of studying empathy has been unfolding 

throughout the course of this study. First, I begin by revisiting empathy in its 

historical connection with art by way of German Aesthetics or Einfühlung theorists of 

the late 19th and early 20th century. This is done in efforts to articulate the 

complexity of empathy at its conception and denoting how objects of art played a 

fundamental part in conceptualizing theories of empathy. Second, I delve into the 

broader current research on empathy addressing how its output shapes the modern-

day discourse on empathy. Third, I look specifically at research related to arts 

engagement, art education and empathy. There is particular focus on how empathy 

has previously been studied in visual art education. Fourth, I will explain how this 

dissertation study uses a variety of different theoretical approaches to examine 

empathy and I will elucidate how empathetic behaviors come to be identifiable in this 

study.  

 

2.1 Empathy - Historical conceptualizations in art aesthetics 

 
Early in the literature review phase of my research, I came across a text Empathy, 

Form, and Space: Problems in German Aesthetics, 1873- 1893 (Malgrave & 

Ikonomou, 1994). The pages of this text included translations of theoretical essays on 

‘Einfühlung’ written by six German aesthetic theorists during a prominent historical 

moment of art history. Each of these essays sought to address how objects of art, 

including architecture, paintings, a chair, decorative motifs, evoked emotional and 

physical responses from viewers. As the work of Einfühlung theorists and the ideas 

developed in their essays acquired international awareness, the word empathy was 

chosen to translate the concept into English (Lanzoni, 2019). As happenstance would 

have it, this particular moment in history is what Lanzoni (2019) refers to as the 

source from where present-day empathy comes from. 

German Aesthetics in the 19th century was a formative era of empathy’s scientific 

study that predated the founding of German psychology which has evolved into what 

we know today as fields of psychology and social psychology (Lanzoni, 2019). In 

theories of aesthetic empathy during the late 19th and early 20th century “both 

artworks and nature manifest themselves as emotional beings that can be felt with 

empathy” (Nowak, 2011, p. 303). Artworks, objects of art, optical illusions, 

architecture, furniture, poetry and dance have all played a foundational role in 

helping Einfühlung (empathy) theorists to conceptualize empathy (Lanzoni, 2019). 
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Empathy was examined in connection to art by way of aesthetic perception, which 

Einfühlung theorists associated with the art viewer's sensory motor (mimesis) 

experiences (Lanzoni, 2019). Mimesis is a term synonymous with re-presentation, 

imitation, or mimicry.  

Einfühlung theorists' understanding of aesthetic experience was something closer 

in meaning to the idea of affect (Lanzoni, 2019). Meanings associated with the word 

aesthetic have changed over time culminating in a term often used in reference to 

beauty ‘i.e., aesthetically pleasing’ (Lanzoni, 2019). Einfühlung is often translated 

directly from German to English as ‘feeling into’ but understanding its original 

definition reveals it as a “process by which we endow the object of our vision-whether 

human or non-human, with life or with a soul” (Bridge, 2010, p. 3). This 

phenomenological 12  approach to empathy had been conceived earlier in work 

carried out by Einfühlung philosophers such as, Edmund Husserl, Vernon Lee, Edith 

Stein, Dermont Moran, Max Scheler, Friedrich Theodor Vischer and his son Robert 

Vischer (Malgrave & Ikonomou, 1994; Bridge, 2010; Lanzoni, 2019).  

Early Einfühlung theorist, Friedrick Theodor Vischer believed empathy involved 

an animation, or unification between forms and the spirit world (Malgrave & 

Ikonomou, 1994). For Friedrich Theodor Vischer empathy was seen as being 

instinctive to our nature and provoked by spiritual elements found in emotionally 

charged artworks, objects, and even nature (Nowak, 2011). Vischer described 

processes of visual representation as occurring holistically or as a merged ‘magical’ 

unification of sensory/spiritual meanings combined into one, but also composed of 

‘logical’ visual interpretation in which the object's symbolism gets separated from the 

whole (Nowak, 2011). Rationalizations as to what made empathy occur were linked 

with the idea of a pantheistic instinct, and that matter and mind are connected 

(Malgrave & Ikonomou, 1994; Lanzoni, 2019). 

Later, Friedrick’s son Robert Vischer (1870) would describe the ongoing 

relationship between the viewer and the artwork as “phenomena [that] must flow 

harmoniously into an individual whole that can both contain and reconcile its own 

inner, changing relationships” (Vischer 1873/1994, p. 121). According to Robert 

Vischer, empathy was an activity of feeling into the phenomena of objects by way of 

mutual or mimetic transfer, that with the help of the “artistic imagination” allowed 

the “subject and object to merge” (Nowak, 2011, p.305). For Robert Vischer, empathy 

involved a transference of physical (memetic) animacy onto objects by way of actively 

looking ‘into’ objects (Nowak, 2011). 

Another key player in Einfühlung theory was Theodor Lipps. Quite frequently 

references to empathy in Einfühlung theory (German Aesthetics) cite Theodor Lipps 

(1890s), and this is justifiable as his work in Einfühlung contributed vast amounts of 

new knowledge to its conceptualization. The idea that art generated phenomena that 

somehow connected with empathy provided inspiration for Lipps' work on empathy. 

Lipps’ view of empathy also acknowledges art, nature, and objects as emotion 

carriers, or sensory objects, with the ability to affect us physically (Nowak, 2011). 

 
12 This is also the historical point of empathy development that Hooker (2015) traces in her article (Hooker, 
2015).  
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However, in Lipps’ theory of empathy, viewers project life into objects and nature but 

share emotional resonance with animals by way of similarly shared behaviors 

(Nowak, 2011). Lipps’ work was premised on the idea that empathy for inanimate 

elements was possible. For example, Lipps’ empathy objects included the psyche of 

humans and animals, nature, and artworks (Nowak, 2011; Rybicki, 1976). Lipps used 

the concept of anthropomorphizing to further elucidate this idea. He believed that 

the aims of art should not be to “provide the illusion of the real world” and 

alternatively it should “present the most important and most hidden items, in 

relation to which empathy will have a real cognitive value for the spectator” (Nowak, 

2011, p. 306). Later Lipps’ work would help to shift focus from empathy’s more 

embodied conceptualization towards its more cognitive aspects. 

Einfühlung theory has a vast, complicated history that art formed a central part of. 

However, Einfühlung views of empathy became outdated, and empathy as an 

interpersonal construct began to take precedence (Lanzoni, 2019, p. 96). According 

to Lanzoni (2019), “the empathy stuck, carrying with it the intertwined ideas of 

semblance, projection, and aesthetic perception” (Lanzoni, 2019, p. 67). Many of 

these attributes of empathy are still considered today, even in contemporary studies 

of empathy, and disproportionate attention is given to how these enhance human-to-

human connections. Revisiting empathy in its formative Einfühlung history reveals it 

as a complex embodied phenomenon, constituted through ongoing relationality 

within which “empathy leads to a mystical union between subject and object” 

(Nowak, 2011, p. 303). 

Recognizing such a ‘mystical union’ resonates with the notion of entanglements 

that agential realism theory suggests. In their theory agential realism Barad states 

“instead of there being a separation of subject and object, there is an entanglement of 

subject and object, which is called the ‘phenomenon’” (Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 

2012, p. 52). It is through re-examining entanglements of 

objects/materials/matter(s) and affect in situated artistic practices, that this 

dissertation study seeks to “rework the material effects” (Barad, 2010, p. 266) of 

empathy. By necromancing ideas from empathy’s historical Einfühlung past, that 

perceived objects, nature, and art as lively parts of the activities of empathy, I 

attempt to (re)member, or reconfigure connections between 

objects/materials/matter(s) employed during artmaking and how these manifest 

empathy in more-than-human ways.  

 

2.2 Empathy – A present-day picture 

 
Picturing the rhizomatic nature of empathy’s growth throughout history reveals 

something resembling a spreading network of weeds branching out into various 

scientific areas. It also illuminates how, over the decades, evolving 

conceptualizations of empathy have come to wilt the branches connecting it with art, 

so that what we commonly construe as empathy today implies the opposite of how it 

was first understood (Lanzoni, 2019). Popular notions of empathy today primarily 
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recognize it as functioning to benefit human-to-human relations. Empathy, on many 

accounts, is often interpreted as occurring within the polarized dichotomies as either 

a cognitive or emotional functioning (Hooker, 2015). 

Perspective taking or ‘walking in another person’s shoes’, and sympathy or ‘I feel 

your pain’ are two phrases that today are popularly associated with empathy (Hall & 

Schwartz, 2019). What makes these popular conceptualizations of empathy 

problematic is that they reinforce empathy’s dichotomization. Empathy’s occurrence 

is viewed as being either within the body or the mind and empathy is a projected bit 

of cargo going from an empathizing subject to a receiving (and typically human) 

‘other’ (Hooker, 2015). Such perceptual understandings of empathy are plagued by 

power struggles as such understandings forbear underlying hierarchical associations. 

Ambiguous and incomplete understandings of empathy such as these continually get 

politically informed, materially embedded, and pedagogically promoted in empathy 

research and education and throughout the world today. 

Empathy is also often discussed as something one has in measurable and 

quantifiable amounts. For example, measurement tests such as the Jefferson 

Empathy Scale (JES), the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI), and the Empathy 

Quotient (EQ) have been used to assess levels of empathy in studies conducted across 

healthcare education, psychological, and social psychology studies (Hojat et. al, 

2018; Konrath, O’Brien, & Hsing, 2011; Lawrence, Baker, Baron-Cohen & David, 

2004). Hooker (2015) points out that such empirical investigations of empathy are 

unable to “delineate anything about what empathy is or how it ‘works’” and rather 

what the information collected actually relays is “something fairly general and crude 

about those that ‘have’ it” (Hooker, 2015, p. 545). 

An alternative consideration presented by Fritz Breithaupt (2019) is The Dark Side 

of Empathy. Breithaupt’s (2019) ‘architecture of empathy’, which is thoroughly 

formulated around subject/object divisions, argues that the reason we are seeing a 

decrease in empathy is due to our hyperempathetic adaptations as social creatures 

(Breithaupt, 2019, p.81). In Breithaupt’s conceptualization, empathy is still viewed as 

a deliverable, transferred from one person to the other. However, Breithaupt does bring 

up an important issue, in that empathizing can lead to the possibility of either negative 

or positive outcomes for either the object of empathy or its empathizing subject 

(Breithaupt, 2019). Breithaupt (2019) interestingly states that “empathy, clearly, 

cannot be reduced to a simple process that, once set in motion, follows a particular 

path” (Breithaupt, 2019, p. 75). Empathy is neither intrinsically good nor is it an 

intrinsically bad construct, and it is not always the case that empathy will result in 

prosocial or positive outcomes. This raises an important argument presented about 

whether empathy should be taught for the promotion of moral reasoning alone 

(Bloom 2016) and if it is even feasible for empathy to be controlled Breithaupt 

(2019). 

Some researchers suggest that we are biologically designed for empathy 

(Breithaupt, 2019: de Waal, 2009; Gallese, 2005). Such biologically ingrained 

empathy is currently being researched in the fields of neurophysiology and social 

neuroscience. Vittorio Gallese (2007) co-authored an article with David Freedberg, 
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an Art History and Archeology Professor at Columbia University. Gallese is well 

known for his work in helping to discover mirror neurons and their role in social 

cognition. Mirror neurons are electrical impulse signals that transmit simulated 

behavioral understandings of what we see within the brain as though it is happening 

throughout the entirety of the body (Rochat, Serra, Fadiga, & Gallese 2008). In their 

article Freedberg and Gallese (2007) use functional magnetic resonance imaging, or 

fMRI scans (American Psychological Association, 2022) to measure motor neuron 

activation in the brains of art viewing participants. What they found was that “even 

the artist's gestures in producing the artwork induce the empathetic engagement of 

the observer, by activating simulation of the motor program that corresponds to the 

gesture implied by the trace” (Freedberg & Gallese, 2007, p. 202). This suggests that 

empathy as motor mimicry, also referred to as mimesis, occurs when viewing a work 

of art or even a graphic gesture (Knoblish, Seigerschmidt, Flach, and Prinz, 2002). 

Empathy is evoked as our mirror neurons ‘actively simulate’ the same physical 

activities the artist used to create a gesture in a painting. Such findings offer new 

implications as to the physical and material aesthetic affects that objects exhibit in co-

constituting a “shared body of interpersonal relationships” germane to empathy 

(Gallese, 2005, p. 29). 

In the research reviewed above we can see how throughout its years of study, and 

by dissecting empathy into parts (mind/body), Cartesian epistemologies have taken 

hold of empathy. Cartesian dualisms are an epistemology that distinctly separates 

concepts of subject-object, mind-body, matter-mind that were debated by the 

substance dualist philosopher René Descartes (Robertson, 2020). Consequently, 

empathy’s ambitious potentially dark nature is all but forgotten in educational 

research. In contrast, neurosciences work on motor mimicry (mirror neurons) re-

establishes explanations of the mind/body connection happening during empathy and 

art (Freedberg & Gallese, 2007; Gernot, Pelowski, & Leder, 2018).  

Yet, in studies aimed at examining empathy in educational contexts, empathy 

continues to be commodified, passed around, and measured. Ideas of mimesis or 

something quite like it was suggested by Einfühlung theorists in the mid 19th 

century. This idea has now been entertained in the research of Freedberg and Gallese 

(2007) to which some visual arts researchers have become savvy (see for example 

Jeffers, 2009a & 2009b; Franklin, 2010). Reviewing empathy throughout the diverse 

context of its current scientific situations is important when it comes to formulating 

answers to questions like, is empathy teachable? Is empathy something we develop, 

or is it biologically embedded? Realizing what knowledge is informing empathy’s 

epistemological construct illuminates how favoring one empathy construct over 

another could lead to different ethical and/or moral pedagogical dilemmas. 

2.3 Research/arts engagement/empathy  

 
In 2020 a large study on arts engagement and empathy was published by the 

American Psychology Association (Kou et al., 2020). However, this study was not 

conducted by art educators (rather they were social psychologists studying 
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philanthropy) and the study does not examine empathy specifically, nor within the 

context of art education. Its aim was to identify correlations between arts 

engagement and empathy within its broader prosocial, or socially acceptable, 

behavioral context. It also measured to see whether these prosocial effects lasted over 

time. More specifically it investigated art viewing/artmaking using several large 

datasets, statistically mining these for correlations between prosocial traits and 

behaviors, type of arts engagement (consumption or creation), and art genres 

including but not limited to visual arts (Kou et al., 2020). Findings suggest that a 

positive correlation exists between all genres of art and prosocial traits. However, 

more statistically discernible connections linking visual arts and empathetic concern 

were determined (Kou et al., 2020). According to the research “both arts creation 

and consumption were positively correlated with prosocial traits and prosocial 

behaviors in all datasets” (Kou et al., 2020, p. 485). To the authors’ knowledge, this is 

the first study of this kind. Meaning that it is the first study to examine arts 

engagement in relation to prosocial behaviors (empathy here is considered 

foundational to prosocial behavior) across artistic genres and over time. In 

conclusion, the study calls for further investigations into how arts engagement 

connects with prosocial traits13, for example empathy (Kou et al., 2020).  

In 2021, an issue of Arts Education Policy Review was entirely dedicated to 

research on the potential of integrating SEL in art education instructional practices. 

While the specific studies in the issue do not directly engage empathy, they 

perpetuate it as an interpersonal construct developed via association with the SEL 

competencies that can be systematically implemented and evaluated 

(https://casel.org/fundamentals-of-sel/). The journal issue advocates for art 

education policy makers in the U.S., at both the state and national levels, to consider 

embedding SEL in art education, and looks specifically to the non-profit 

Collaborative for Social Emotional Learning (CASEL) as a means “to streamline the 

analysis and policy connections between SEL and the arts” (Edgar & Elia, 2021, p. 

207). Edgar and Morrison (2021) in their contribution to the journal topic stated that 

“CASEL is widely recognized as the leading voice of SEL in the United States” (Edgar 

& Morrison, 2021, p. 147). 

While these studies indirectly connect art engagement and empathy, they also 

identified gaps in the existing art and empathy research via SEL. For example, little 

research has been conducted on examining how visual arts engagement develops 

prosocial behaviors, i.e., empathy (Kou et al., 2020). I have found it a challenge 

myself in trying to locate literature pertaining to studies within art education 

research attempting to wrestle with empathy head-on. Studies conducted specifically 

in visual art education on empathy either implement curricular interventions, in 

efforts to either advocate for empathy (Lui, 2017; Jeffers, 2009a & 2009b; Bradshaw, 

2016; Stout, 1999), or try and examine as to whether visual arts engagement 

increases or develops empathy (Chapman, Hall, Colby, & Sisler, 2014; Arnold, 

Meggs, & Greer, 2014; Carlson & Dobson, 2020). Research using curricular 

 
13 Pro-social traits are linked with social emotional learning. Some forms of empathy are viewed as 
foundational to these traits.  
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interventions shifts the research focus from what happens in empathy to the 

effectiveness of the curriculum model14. Research aimed at measuring whether arts 

engagement increases empathy focuses primarily on comparing pre-post 

intervention measures. Such comparison might show changes in certain empathy 

behaviors but tentatively point at specific instances during which such changes 

occurred.  

Using the discovery of mirror neurons to support her claim, Jeffers (2009a) 

presents an in-depth argument advocating for how empathy can be integrated in art 

education. Her article revisits Einfühlung theorists' conceptions of empathy 

associated with animacy, mimesis, and art objects connecting these with Gallese’s 

(2005) concept embodied simulation (Jeffers, 2009a). Embodied simulation or ES 

theory refers to a body/mind connection directly corresponding with what one is 

experiencing- mirror mechanism (Gallese & Sinigaglia, 2011). It approaches empathy 

and art from a postmodern perspective, articulating the ways in which neurosciences 

discovery on motor neurons reestablishes mind/body connections challenging 

Cartesian dualism. Jeffers mentions the importance of art objects in Einfühlung 

theory yet touches on their relevance only briefly. Instead, the article stresses how 

motor mimicry as empathy helps to establish connections between humans through 

artworks portraying human figures (Jeffers, 2009b). 

Research conducted to examine how arts engagement is associated with empathy 

development either approaches their connection directly, leaving educational 

contexts out, or empathy is inserted and discussed as a byproduct or outcome of some 

other art education research focus (Bertling, 2015; Sunassess & Bokhoree, 2021; 

Bradshaw, 2016; Campbell, 2011). Actual studies examining student engagement in 

art activities and how artistic practices are productive of empathetic behaviors are 

rare (Kou et al., 2020).  

A 2016 study by Bradshaw examined how a nine-day visual culture curricular 

intervention in an English Language arts class impacted middle school students' 

empathy. While the study did not provide a definition of empathy, the article seems 

to imply empathy’s construct is understood as being beneficial in forming human to 

human connections. It suggests that while participating in the collaborative art 

making processes students become aware of and more attentive to each other 

(Bradshaw, 2016). However, the study vaguely delineates connections as to how the 

examined instances of artmaking are productive of empathetic behaviors. In 

conclusion the study suggests “that creating art is a system through which young 

people can map and question their knowledge while developing empathy” (Bradshaw, 

2016, p.117).  

A desire to locate empirical resources led to more nomadic searching. I wanted to 

find research pertaining specifically to visual art education and empathy. So, I 

expanded my reading across disciplinarily boarders, broadening my search to any 

journal potentially containing articles relating to visual art and empathy. Doing so 

opened a floodgate of such studies, specifically studies examining art 

viewing/artmaking and empathy also in an educational context, flowing in from the 
 

14 This happened to me in study I.  
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field of medical healthcare education. For the past decade there has been a growing 

interest among medical schools to include art engagement as part of the curriculum 

as these are viewed as “valuable in developing essential skills that doctors need, like 

critical thinking and observation and communication skills, as well as bias awareness 

and empathy” (Lesser, 2017, np). Reviewing these studies played a formative role in 

the design of my first study to examine art viewing in connection with empathy 

behavior (Bentwich & Gilbey, 2017; Jansani & Saks, 2013; Katz & Khoshbin, 2014; 

Reilly, Ring, & Duke, 2005; Wikström, 2001). The medical education research 

literature led me down a rabbit hole, one that not only deepened my understanding 

of empathy phenomena but awakened me to an alternative nuanced postmodern 

conceptualization of empathy (Hooker, 2015; Marshall & Hooker, 2016). Next, I will 

describe the conceptual journey of empathy, as it has shifted throughout the course 

of this dissertation study. 

2.4 Looking for empathy in this study  

(Insights/conceptualizations from research) 

 

Again, let me remind you that empathy is a contentious concept. Cartesian dualisms, 

particularly the mind/body division, have essentially confined empathy in an 

epistemological cage. The dualistic epistemic cage that surrounds empathy results 

from a repeated discourse amongst empathy researchers in trying to understand 

empathetic behaviors as cognitive or affective functions (Feshbach & Feshbach, 

2009). Researchers often distinguish whether empathy behaviors occur either 

cognitively in the mind; knowing another’s thoughts, projecting oneself into another 

situation, imagining thoughts or feelings, imagining one’s own thoughts or feelings in 

another’s place; or in the body, as affects that can be felt; motor mimicry, emotional 

contagion, feeling distress at watching another suffer, and compassion 

(Kumpulainen, Renlund, Byman, & Wong, 2021; Batson, 2009). 

In posthumanism, the mind/body is something that cannot be dichotomized, as 

they are co-constitutive forces in the making/marking of each other. Posthumanist 

theories interpret empathy through connections, emanating from affects (Massumi, 

2002) or vital forces (Bennett, 2010). Massumi (1995) speaks about how cognition 

happens as a form of feedback resonation occurring in the body as it engages with 

the outside environment (Massumi, 1995). In agential realism embodiment is a 

condition of our “being of the world in its dynamics of specificity” our response-

ability (Barad, 2007, p. 377, original emphasis). In my studies II and III on empathy, 

I used affects as a method (MacLure, 2013) for locating events during which 

empathetic behaviors could potentially manifest. 

To navigate through the vast variety of empathy definitions and conceptualizations, 

I decided to look for empathy as it is being performed in any of its eight behavioral 

manifestations during the ongoing artistic activities. The potential to invoke or call 

upon empathetic behaviors could happen to anyone at any time during the study, 

and this includes myself as the researcher. Social psychologist Daniel Batson in his 
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2009 paper entitled These things called empathy: Eight related but distinct 

phenomena, not only identifies eight specific behaviors depictive of empathy, but he 

also distinguishes nuance differences demarcating how each represents empathy as 

its own distinct phenomena. Figure 1 shows a list, as described by Batson, of these 

eight specific empathetic behaviors (Batson, 2009). I have slightly modified the text so 

that it reads in such a way that empathetic behaviors can be attributed to humans as 

well as non-human others. 

In the first study, Looking for Empathy in Visual Encounters, I used a different 

approach from that of the later studies. For example, the first study specifically 

sought to identify which of Batson’s eight empathetic behaviors were emergent during 

art viewing. Further, it applies constructivist theories in its analysis. The later studies, 

that examine artmaking, still used Batson’s eight in identifying empathy behaviors, 

yet does so by drawing on new materialisms “non- or post-representational thought 

and methods” (MacLure, 2013, p. 658 emphasis original). In these studies, moments 

or instances were noticeable affects transpired are where I moved in, more closely, to 

see if empathy performativity manifests as any of the eight behavioral forms defined 

by Batson (2009). While each of the empathy phenomena depicted by Batson is 

referred to as they occur between humans, for this study they were also considered as 

performative behaviors manifesting or co-constituted by human-non-human 

agencies as well. 

 

Table 1. Batson’s (2019) Eight Empathetic Phenomena (slightly modified from original) 

Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3 Concept 4 

“Knowing 

[an]other’s internal 

state, including   their 

thoughts and 

feelings” (p.4). 

“Adopting the 

posture or matching 

the neural responses 

of an observed other” 

(p.4). 

“Coming to feel 

similar feelings as 

[an]other” (p.5). 

“Intuiting or 

projecting oneself 

into [an]other’s 

situation” (p.6). 

 

Concept 5 Concept 6 Concept 7 Concept 8 

“Imagining how 

[an]other is thinking 

and feeling” (p.7). 

“Imagining how one 

would think and feel 

in [an]other’s place” 

(p. 7). 

“Feeling distress at 

witnessing [an]other 

suffering” (p. 7). 

“Feeling for [an]other 

who is suffering” 

(p.8). 

 
Empathy over the course of its historical conceptualizations has rhizomatically grown 

in a variety of offshoots. Regardless of which way one follows empathy’s historical 

development, empathy plays an essential role in shaping how neuro-biological 

capacities form connections (Riess, 2017). Understanding the nature of how 

empathetic connections are shaped has exponential benefits that can resonate 

throughout our “local, glocal and global” worlds (Paatela-Nieminen, 2009, pp. 150-

151). 
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3 METHODS 

3.1 The Apparatus: Defining arts-based research 

 
In the studies here, I used arts-based research methods; aesthetic interviews (VTS), 

arts-based video research (ABVR), and writing as inquiry, as these play an essential 

part in achieving my research aims. The performative nature of ABR methodological 

practices involves approaches that require ‘doing’ or participating in activities of 

artmaking or art viewing (Leavy, 2019). Leavy (2019) suggests that arts-based 

methods are linked with empathy, so having participants engage directly with arts-

based activities suggests empathetic behaviors are likely to manifest.  

ABR is the broader umbrella term encompassing additional types of ABR also 

used throughout the studies. Looking at the more specific types of arts-based 

research used in this dissertation study categorically demarcates them as arts-based 

education research (ABER), performative social science (PSS) (Gergen & Gergen, 

2018), and arts-based visual research (ABVR) (Holm, Sahlström, & Zilliacus, 2018). 

The studies here flow between ABR boundaries as each of them employs a 

combination of ABR methods within educational research. Methodologically 

speaking, this also places them within arts-based education research (ABER). Barone 

and Eisner (2006) suggest that “arts-based research represents an effort to explore 

the potentialities of an approach to representation that is rooted in aesthetic 

consideration” (Eisner & Barone, 2012, p.1). Using ABR opens up transdisciplinary 

ways of exploring non- or post-representational forms of communicating that 

challenge the hierarchical importance that traditional research practices place on the 

linguistic representation of thoughts (MacLure, 2013). 

The studies here conceived art viewing and artmaking as practices that are 

productive practices of sensing/meaning making (Sullivan, 2010). Art viewing 

practices were engaged in as an activity for “opening up relationships among the 

artwork” (Sullivan, 2010, p. 71). Initiated by affect, art viewing as a method sought to 

unravel perceptions as images might arouse these. Artmaking activities are engaged 

in as methods of inquiry that are issue oriented as opposed to content focused 

(Sullivan, 2010). In study II and III artmaking is a practice of material inquiry into 

matter(s) in association with the broader sociocultural and naturecultural (Haraway, 

2003) issues that were presented (for example empathy and nature).  

However, using ABR to study artmaking makes things a bit messy, as the 

boundaries between qualitative video methods and arts-based video methods 

become blurred. For instance, in study III, the video footage from the research 

camera that was initially set up to record group interactions, was requested by the 

creators of the video artwork examined in study III for re/use in their own video 

artwork. According to Leavy (2019) “ABR is a transdisciplinary approach to 

knowledge building that combines the tenets of the creative arts in research context” 

(Leavy, 2019; Leavy, 2015; McNiff, 2014). Studies II and III blur the boundaries of 

arts-based methods as the affecting qualities of the video artworks were collectively 
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productive of my written narratives. However, ABR can also be used in other areas of 

research, for example in analysis and disseminating research findings (Leavy, 2019).  

ABR research is defined in this study as a method of inquiry, that uses both 

objects of art and artistic forms of expression to investigate experiences as well as 

other elements involved in the research (McNiff, 2008). In this thesis (and studies II 

and III) I diffractively read artistic practices and agential realism through one 

another. I use agential realism for diffracting reading ABR as an apparatus for 

studying empathy through more traditional empathy research methods. For 

example, the concept of embodiment in empathy gets re-examined during artistic 

practices, stitched together anew with agential realism. 

Study I used Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) as ABER for eliciting discourse. VTS 

is the curriculum named after Abigail Housen’s research developed as a form of 

aesthetic interview. It is purported to engage critical thinking skills and knowledge 

transfer (Housen, 2001-2002,). According to Housen, aesthetic development is 

linked with “the range of thoughts and feelings that occur when looking at art” 

(Housen, 2001-2002, p. 99). It suggests that by developing students' aesthetic 

perceptions through ‘stream-of-consciousness' interviews, critical thinking skills 

become enhanced and transferable across other academic subjects (Housen, 1999). 

This method was chosen because it allows art viewing participants to discuss art 

through non-obstructive ways (Housen, 2001), meaning that participants engaging 

in VTS exercises are able to express how they are experiencing an image of art (or 

material objects) as phenomena. 

For Studies II and III, arts-based visual research (ABVR) in the form of video 

artworks were created. Study II had participants create 3-5-minute desktop 

documentaries (Lee, 2017). This method of video artmaking is a form of video 

storytelling in which the creators of the story can source their materials from either 

online, using a smartphone, or through any other digital means. This type of ABVR 

was used for the study as it aims to help grasp “aspects of human experience that 

might be ignored or diminished within qualitative methods solely based on analysis of 

verbal expression” (Holm, Sahlström, & Zilliacus, 2018, p. 314). Study III also used 

ABVR in the form of video methods. The videos examined were short ‘films’ created 

as part of a class project all of which drew inspiration from the unifying theme 

‘garden’. Both ABVR video methods help capture the ongoing performativity 

‘practices/doing/actions’ of both the human and non-human agents involved in 

materializing the video's meanings.  

In post-qualitative methodology writing can be seen as a process of inquiry, as a 

way of working with, forming and understanding the material-discursivity of 

assemblages (MacLure, 2013). As a method of inquiry writing also provides a means 

of accounting for myself as the researcher situated amongst the research (Richardson 

& St. Pierre, 2005). The narrative recountings used in studies II and III help me to 

reflexively locate myself within the research, as post- qualitative research methods 

assert that “knowing the self and knowing the subject are intertwined” (Richardson & 

St. Pierre, 2005, p.962). 
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In the sections that follow I will present more specifically the arts-based methods 

that were used within each of the dissertation's art viewing and artmaking studies. 

This is done to provide a deeper understanding as to what transpires during the arts-

based activities being used in the studies. These sections also serve to reveal what 

underlying thoughts were formative in motivating me to use these methods and ABR 

more broadly. Table 3 provides an overview of which ABR methods were used in each 

study. 

 
 

Table 2. Graphic shows the arts-based research methodology used in each study. 

Study from 

dissertation 
Methods Types of ‘data’ ‘Data’ analyzed Analysis 

Study I - Looking for 

Empathy in Visual 

Encounters 

VTS (Aesthetic 

interview) & Survey 

questions 

A/V recorded VTS session & 

survey answers 

 Survey/questionnaire 

& audio recording 

Discourse analysis, survey 

answers, and looking for 

empathy behaviours.  

Study II – Exploring 

empathy performativity in 

students’ video artworks 

Arts based audio/video 

research (ABVR) & 

qualitative video 

methods.  

Writing as inquiry. 

 

Video Artworks (desktop 

documentaries/video essays), 

fieldnotes, student artifacts, 

and audio recordings. Post-

qualitative affecting data that 

‘glowed’ (MacLure, 2013). 

 One video artwork  Diffractive analysis (Barad, 

2007), writing as inquiry 

(Richardson & St. Pierre, 

2005) and looking at intra-

actions for empathy 

behaviours.  

Study III- (Re)-thinking 

time: Materializing more-

than-human empathy 

instudent teachers’ video 

artworks 

Arts based audio/video 

research (ABVR) & 

qualitative video 

methods. 

Writing as inquiry. 

 

Video artworks, students 

writing portfolios, and 

narrative recounting. 

 Two video artworks 

& students’ written 

portfolios. 

Post-qualitative methods, 

writing as inquiry 

(Richardson & St. Pierre, 

2005), affective data 

(MacLure, 2013), and 

looking at intra-actions for 

empathy behaviours.  
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Figure 1. - Illustration from Shaun Tan’s graphic novel The Arrival, p. 5 (2006)

VTS Questions
What is going on in this picture?

What do you see that makes you say that?
What more can we find?
(Yenawine, 2013, p. 25)

3.2. Arts-based education research-Visual Thinking Strategies: an
aesthetic interview

Above is an example of the three leading Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS)
questions that facilitators ask participants during an art viewing session
(Yenawine, 2013). Visual Thinking Strategies, often called VTS, was an ABR
method employed during study I that examined art viewing. VTS is not typically
used as an arts-based method in research practice, rather it is designed for use
as curriculum. However, it is used in this dissertation study within its original
context as an aesthetic interview. The development of VTS by Abigail Housen and
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Philip Yenawine, occurred during the 1980s and the 1990s. Housen used VTS as 

a form of aesthetic interview to analyze how viewers describe what they 

experience while viewing an artwork. Housen’s research was further refined 

with the help of Philip Yenawine into an art-integrated curriculum. Educators 

engaging students through VTS questions commonly refer to the experience as 

an exercise. VTS exercises are a participatory form of art viewing during which 

group members can gain a deeper understanding of how others come to 

experience a particular work of art (Rielly, Ring, & Duke, 2005).  

VTS uses art viewing as a curricular format and studies have shown that it 

enhances one’s critical thinking skills (VTShome.org). In developing VTS 

methods, Housen used “non-directive, stream of consciousness interviews” 

(Housen, 2001-2002, p. 103). Housen in developing the VTS method used 

constructivist theories, for example: Arnheim (1969, 1974), Piaget (1970), 

Baldwin (1975), and particularly Vygotsky’s (1962, 1978) zone of proximal 

development to assess the participants stages of aesthetic development 

(Housen, 1999). Studies found that its use as classroom curriculum shows 

transversal improvements across disciplinary subjects in promoting students’ 

visual literacy skills, communication, and critical thinking (Yenawine, 2013). 

In the first study I used VTS as a form of arts-based education research 

(ABER) because it engages research participants in artistic activities that are 

“educational in character” (Barone & Eisner, 2006, p. 95). Facilitating VTS 

discussion requires closely following an open-ended question and answer 

strategy. It uses a series of questions Housen thoughtfully developed to engage 

participants in actively viewing and focusing their experience on examples 

found within the visual image (Housen & Yenawine, 2009). For the duration of 

the VTS exercise the facilitator predominantly asks these three questions: What 

is going on in this picture?; What do you see that makes you say that?: and, 

What more can we find? (Yenawine, 2013, p. 25, see figure 2 above). For my 

research design I appreciated the simplicity of the questions and how the 

process of facilitating the discussion in connection with the artwork does not 

involve providing the group with information about the image, nor does it allude 

to there being any ‘correct’ way to answer (Chin, 2017). 

I was intrigued to use VTS as a methodology as I had been using it 

throughout my years as a classroom art teacher and museum educator in the 

United States. VTS, having been formulated through its connection to aesthetic 

development, offered a compelling link to empathetic behaviors. The few studies 

that I found using VTS in connection with empathy research were discovered in 

the field of healthcare education (Bentwhich & Gilbey, 2017; Creamer, 2009; 

Davies, Knuiman & Rosenberg, 2016; Katz & Khoshbin, 2014). A study 

conducted by Chapman, Hall, Colby and Sisler (2014), using a series of 

photographic artworks created by Yo Veo depicting the journey of Mexican 

immigrants, found that the analyzed discourse from interviews of teachers who 
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engaged in VTS exercises were reported to show perspective-taking. Follow-up 

interviews also provided evidence of teachers’ shifting attitudes towards their 

own immigrant students. 

VTS is a participatory method in that it allows the researcher and the 

participants to collectively produce dialogical discourse as ‘data’. As my 

research germinated with ideas inspired by Freire’s critical pedagogy, VTS fuels 

dialogue that moves outside traditional teacher directed learning, into 

collaborative avenues that draw awareness to real life tensions (Shor & Freire, 

1987). Such participatory methods characteristic of Freire's critical dialogical 

method of providing shared space for discussions (Shor & Freire, 1987), also 

influenced the research design and ABR methodology used for collecting and 

creating ‘data’ in the second phase of my study, which I elucidate next. 

3.3 Video artmaking as performative ABR methods 

 

For studies aimed at examining artmaking in connection with empathy I 

decided to use art-based research methods in the form of video artmaking 

(Leavy, 2019). Cataloged more succinctly under arts-based visual (or video) 

research (ABVR), this method was chosen because it gives students a variety of 

digital media to use for creatively expressing their ideas. Video art works have 

the capacity to relay strong aesthetic perceptions, allows students to engage with 

visual culture, and move beyond traditional linguistic forms of representations 

by mixing a variety of other medias: audio/video, photographs, drawings, 

internet resources and image clips instead (Harris, 2019). Video methods also 

provided the students, as well as me, with a way to engage in creative research 

as a method of inquiry divergent from writing processes (Harris, 2019). 

According to Harris (2019), audiovisual artworks agree with agential realism as 

it provides a means of shifting observations rooted in subject/object divisions to 

events capturing ongoing intra-actions (Harris, 2019). Video artworks also 

referred to as desktop documentaries or visual essays allowed me as the 

researcher alongside student participants to explore entanglements of empathy 

in an open-ended way. In our analysis for study III, we (the co-author’s and I) 

discussed how ABVR reveals entanglements of objects/materials/matter(s) used 

in sense/meaning-making with the capacity to manifest empathy during video 

artmaking processes. ABVR enabled the researchers to situate15 themselves 

within their own research processes, allowing us to be affected while viewing the 

 
15 ‘Situated’ or ‘situatedness’ in agential realism is not synonymous with the idea of a fixed location or 
position (Barad, 2007). Barad (2007) addresses such misinterpretations of Haraway’s (1997) idea of 
‘situatedness’ by imparting how it is rather a matter of “taking account of how the specific prosthetic 
embodiment of the technologically enhanced visualizing apparatus matters to practices of knowing” 
(Barad, 2007, p. 470; Murris, 2022). 
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students’ video artworks and relay our experienced affects through narrative 

recountings. 

3.4 Writing as arts-based inquiry 

 
Creative expression is viewed as a performative outlet that taps into knowledge 

production during activities of arts-based inquiry (Barone & Eisner, 2006). In 

the second study narrative writing was used to recount events as they occurred 

while watching the students’ video artwork. These narratives allowed me to 

situate myself within the writing as the intended audience for whom the video 

artworks had been created. From within the research, I was able to relay to the 

reader how I pay close attention to the details of the video as I share what is 

affecting me as I “see with the data” (Lenz Taguchi, 2012, p. 274). From a 

poststructuralist perspective narrative writing allowed me to write from a 

position were “knowing the self and knowing about the subject are intertwined, 

partial, historical local knowledges” (Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005, p. 962, 

original emphasis). 

Throughout the study’s evolution, from qualitative to post-qualitative, the 

aim of investigating connections between art and empathy has remained at its 

core. Arts-based inquiry or arts-based research (ABR) was used primarily as the 

method for ‘data’ production. While the first study was informed by social 

cultural theories and its ‘data’ used more traditional qualitative forms of 

analysis it was during the ‘data’ analysis phase of the second study that the 

dissertation’s paradigm shifted into post-qualitative inquiry. Using writing as a 

method of inquiry (Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005), affective components of the 

video artworks were examined closely to locate situated events of empathy. The 

ongoing intra-acting components of artmaking, understood as entangled 

phenomena, were more deeply explored in association with empathetic 

behaviors. As agential realism is understood as a form of knowing-in-being, this 

study foregrounds the liveness of objects/materials/matter(s) situated within 

events of artmaking and art viewing while also taking into consideration my 

own presence as that of the researcher in connection with co-participants, both 

human and non-human in the research.  
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 4 THE STUDIES 

While the previous section described details relating to the arts-based methods 

used for each study, this section provides a deeper contextual understanding of 

how each of the studies transpired. The overall research design consists of three 

separate empirical arts-based research studies. This section provides more 

detailed descriptions for each of the studies including how the empirical ‘data’ 

takes shape and how it was analyzed. Table 4 provides a broad overview of the 

research aims for each of the study’s, settings, empirical findings, and analysis. 

 

Table 3. Graphic showing overview of the dissertation’s studies. 

Title Research Question Setting Empirical ‘Data’ Analysis 

Sinquefield-Kangas, R. 

(2017). Looking for 

Empathy in Visual 

Encounters. International 

Journal of Education & 

the Arts, 20(21). 

Research Question: 

Which empathetic 

phenomena does 

participating in Visual 

Thinking Strategies 

(VTS) exercises elicit 

and how? 

Participants: Ten adults (9 

women and 1 male) all 

professionals working in 

the field of arts education. 

Setting: International 

Society of Education 

through Arts (InSEA) 

2016 Regional 

Conference in Vienna 

Austria. 

Video and audio-

recordings of VTS 

discussion.  

Questionnaires 

completed by 

participants. 

Discourse analysis of audio-

recorded discussion. Critical 

analysis of participants’ 

answers to questionnaires.  

Looking for empathy 

amongst intra-actions. 

Sinquefield-Kangas, 

Rajala, A., Kumpulainen, 

K. (2022). Exploring 

Empathy Performativity 

in Students’ Video 

Artworks. International 

Journal of Education 

through Art 18(2), pp. 

145-160. 

Research question: 

How are non-human 

objects agentic in 

creating conditions for 

empathy to emerge 

during artistic 

practices? 

Participants: 42 students 

ranging in age from 16-19 

years old attending an 

upper secondary arts 

school in Helsinki 

Finland. A total of 6 

classroom visits lasting 75 

minutes. 

9 Video artworks, 

audio-recordings, 

student artifacts 

(notes from group 

work and idea 

sketches), and 

fieldnotes.  

Video analysed using 

autoethnographic narrative 

recountings.  

Diffractively locating 

discursive phenomena (Barad 

2007) surrounding cats and 

dogs.  

Thinking the data with 

agential realism theory 

(Jackson & Mazzei 2012).  

Looking for empathy 

amongst intra-actions. 

Sinquefield-Kangas, R., 

Ojala, A., & Niinistö, H. 

(2022). 

Rethinking Time: 

Materializing more-than-

human empathy in student 

teachers’ artworks. 

Studies in Art Education 

63(1), pp. 39-54.  

Research question: 

What does rethinking 

artistic practices 

through the lens of 

spacetimemattering 

reveal about nature 

(flora) as entangled 

intra-acting phenomena 

during events of 

empathy? 

Participants: Ten 3rd year 

graduate students 

attending the Faculty of 

Education at the 

University of Helsinki. 

Weekly classes took place 

in the Faculty of 

Educational Sciences in 

the department of 

education. 

8 video artworks, 1 

photo media works, 

and 1 multimedia 

installation and 

student written 

portfolios (10).  

‘Plugging in’ (Jackson and 

Mazzie 2012). 

Data emergent as  

experienced affects. 

Thinking with theory 

(Jackson & Mazzie 2012). 

Looking for empathy 

amongst intra-actions.  
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4.1 Looking for empathy –Study I 

 

 
Aim: To examine connections between viewing (perceiving) artworks and 

empathy. 

 

Research Question 1: Which empathetic phenomena does participating in 

Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) exercises elicit and how? 

 
 

Overview 
 

The aim of this initial study was to examine the types of empathy behaviors that 

are manifested during a VTS exercise (or aesthetic interview) as participants 

collectively shared their personal perceptions of an illustration. The illustration 

by Shaun Tan shown (Figure 1) was collectively viewed by ten participants as 

part of a facilitated VTS exercise. Using VTS as a form of aesthetic interview, the 

viewers shared their ongoing perceptions, interpretations, and the emotions 

they felt while viewing the illustration. While the study examined VTS in its 

curricular potential to elicit empathy within learning environments, it also 

sought to uncover how the activity of perceiving artwork is linked with specific 

types of empathetic behaviors. 

Ten people participated in the workshop held at the InSEA Regional 

Conference in Vienna, Austria in 2016. The workshop was entitled “Teens and 

Empathy: Exploring Adolescent Perspectives through Experience and 

Exercise.” Those in attendance were active members within the field of art 

education. After introductions I facilitated a VTS session with their 

conversations being both audio and video recorded. Following the VTS session 

was an artmaking workshop and a written survey. The short survey asked 

participants which empathy behaviors they felt they had experienced and how 

(VTS or art making) during the workshop. The data accumulated consisted of 

worksheet surveys, audio/video recordings, and paper artworks. 

As part of the workshop event an artmaking session followed the VTS 

exercise. For this portion of the workshop participants were offered a variety of 

artmaking supplies and were encouraged to create artworks based on thoughts 

or ideas they were inspired by during the VTS discussion. The final artworks 

were collectively discussed and then collected; however, the ‘data’ in this form 

was not used for analysis in this study. The reason these were not included was 

because at this stage of my research I wanted to focus mainly on exploring 

connections between VTS, art viewing, and empathy behaviors.  
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The data collected came from ten adults (nine women and one man) and 

included a brief survey along with both audio and video recordings of the VTS 

session. The survey included a chart divided into five columns. An example of 

the survey is attached as exhibit A in the appendix. The participants marked the 

appropriate box with an X (Yes/No or maybe) next to any empathetic behaviors 

they felt they had experienced. The ‘maybe (explain)’ column encouraged 

participants to elaborate on their thoughts and experiences regarding each of 

the specific empathetic experiences. In the survey, Daniel Batson’s (2009) eight 

empathetic behaviors were reworked from his original eight to form six 

concepts. Batson’s (2009) concept 4, “intuiting or projecting oneself into 

another’s situation” is subtly different from concept 6, “imagining how one 

would think and feel in the other’s place”. These were combined within concept 

4 in the survey, “imaginatively projecting yourself into another’s situation”. 

Batson’s (2009) empathy concept 7, feeling “distress at witnessing another 

person’s suffering” was omitted and concept 8, “feeling for another who is 

suffering” was included, because the blanket definition in concept seven could 

also encompass a broad range of feelings including ‘distress’. The results were 

tallied and graphs representing the relationship between each of the empathy 

concepts and the participants' responses were charted and analyzed in 

connection with the discourse analysis. 

The audio recording of the VTS session (duration 55:33) was transcribed and 

analyzed using discourse analysis (Jenks, 2011). The transcription comprised 

the primary source of ‘data’ for the study which was analyzed in relation to the 

responses on the surveys. To ‘code’ the transcribed text the web-based 

environment Voyant’s Cirrus tool was used in generating a unique word 

frequency count (www.voyant-tools.org). By identifying the most frequently said 

unique words during the VTS conversation, I was able to locate words that 

referred to specific details found within the art illustration. Unique words that 

referred to objects visible within the image (for example the suitcase mentioned 

seventeen times) were examined more closely in connection with the six 

empathetic behaviors reported by the participants. 

The results from the self-report surveys indicated that an overwhelming 

majority of the participants felt that they had experienced more than one 

empathetic behavior during the VTS exercise. All participants reported they felt 

they had experienced imagining how another is thinking and feeling during the 

VTS exercise. Coming to feel as another person feels was indicated by seven out 

of the nine16  participants, and over half of the participants reported having 

experienced all six of the empathetic behaviors described on the survey. The 

outcomes of the survey report were used as points of entry into the discourse 

 
16 The number of surveys analyzed ended up being 9 because the audio recorded one person saying 
that they had not taken the survey seriously. Accordingly, one survey was randomly selected and 
disregarded. 
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analysis which began by visiting moments of the VTS discussion during which 

the suitcase was being perceived and discussed by participants. It was in the 

intersections of the visual objects and their discussion that I began looking for 

empathy as any of the six empathy behaviors described. 

What the discussion of these results highlights is that through a process of 

collectively sharing their perceptions of the artwork, evoking one empathetic 

behavior generates the use of other empathetic behaviors, as Batson’s suggests in 

his own theorization (Batson, 2009). The study also observed that as 

participants listened to other individuals share their own visual perceptions, the 

listeners’ initial assessments and/or inference were receptive to multiple or 

‘other’ perspectives. While the small size and disproportionate number of female 

participants limits the scope of this study, its overall outcome indicates a strong 

relationship exists between socialized activities of perceiving art, arts capacity to 

elicit multiple forms of empathetic behaviors amongst viewers, and how 

engaging in practices of viewing artwork invites participants to see things 

imaginatively and in new and different ways (Eisner, 2002). 

While this study utilized ABR within a more qualitative research context, I 

intentionally chose to modify my own use of these in contesting their suggested 

usage (Jenks, 2011). This was done intentionally for two main reasons 1) I 

wanted to distance myself from the discourse as the audio was being 

transcribed. This was because I could not comfortably discern a difference 

between what I wanted to hear and what was actually being said. 2) Because the 

process of coding the ‘data’ seemed too mechanically mediated and linguistically 

focused. For this study I wanted to focus on the interactions between the image 

and the viewers. Apparitions of Einfühlung’s past kept reminding me to 

consider objects so I focused my VTS discourse analysis on elements of the 

image constituting the perceptions of viewers. This was done to look for 

empathetic behavior in connection with these as participants work to determine 

their meaning. The object (the suitcase) and the physical activities of looking 

(both by me as the researcher and by participants) continued to fester in my 

research thoughts as I moved forward in my studies. The objects in the image 

and activities around them inspired me to search for new, more object-oriented 

theories, bringing me to posthumanism new materialisms agential realism.  

 

4.2- Empathy Performativity- Study II 

 

 
Aim: To understand how artmaking is connected to empathy through 

objects/material/matter(s) as phenomena. 
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Research Question 2: How are non-human objects agentic in creating 

conditions for empathy to emerge during artistic practices? 

 

 

 Overview 

 

The aim of study II was to closely examine practices of artmaking in connection 

with empathetic behaviors. In doing so it takes Barad’s (2007) theory of agential 

realism at its onto-epistem-ological (or knowing-in-being) core. Empathy comes 

to be viewed here in this study, as performative, as something we do (Marshall 

& Hooker, 2016). This contrasts with alternative understandings of empathy 

that refer to it as something someone has or possesses. Understanding empathy 

as such, this study examines the activities of three young females as they engage 

in video artmaking and how non-human objects/materials/matter(s) are agentic 

in co-constituting entanglements from which empathetic behaviors manifest. 

Study II included 45 students aged 16-19 and took place at an upper-

secondary school for art in Helsinki. This second study used arts-based visual 

research (ABVR) methods as it involved creating visual materials for research 

inquiry (Rose, 2016; Holm, Sahlström, & Zilliacus, 2018). In this study, the 

students were invited to explore the question what is empathy and to portray 

their ideas through video artworks, interchangeably referred to during the study 

as desktop documentaries and/or video essays (Lee, 2017). Choosing to use ABR 

in the form of video artmaking stemmed from its methodological potential to 

‘allow researchers to transgress borders’ (Leavy, 2019, p. 174) and allowed 

students freedom from curricular restrictions (Leavy, 2019). 

During the study, I visited two separate English classes three times each for 

75-minute work sessions. We began each meeting with a fifteen-minute A/V 

recorded VTS session, after which students began working on their videos in 

self-assigned groups. Outside of personally introducing myself as a PhD student 

from the University of Helsinki studying art and empathy, there were no lessons 

or classroom discussions relating to empathy. My role in the classroom, outside 

of facilitating the VTS discussions, was to help students with technical video 

editing issues, provide any necessary artmaking objects/materials/matter 

(colored paper, playdough, pens, markers, glue, chalk, etc.), and answer 

questions like “can we use the video footage from your field research camera?”. 

The final ‘data’ analyzed consisted of nine videos titled: What is Empathy. 

However, student artifacts; drawing, sketches, brainstorming work, fieldnotes, 

and audio/video recordings of groups working to collectively create their videos 

were collected for potential further analysis.  

The empirical ‘data’ primarily consisted of videos. These included two types of 

video ‘data’: 1) the video artworks that students created, and 2) video ‘data’ 
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recordings that I collected of the students as they worked in groups to create 

their video artworks. Using GoPro cameras and audio recording devices 

separately, I also collected audio/video recordings, and audio files as back-up, of 

students as they discussed and worked collaboratively in their groups making the 

video artworks. While creating their videos, students could use any form of 

digital device that they felt compelled to use. Students sought out a variety of 

digital resources including their cell phone cameras, images collected from the 

world wide web, chalkboards, paper drawings, postcards, and iPads to collect 

footage for their video artworks. During our visits the videos were also referred 

to as desktop documentaries, a form of digital storytelling (video essay) that 

utilizes all variety of ‘digital text’ that can range from photographs, 

music/sound, video excerpts, graphic images, etc. (Lee, 2017; Robin, 2019; 

Leavy, 2019). The terms video essays, desktop documentaries, and video 

storytelling were used interchangeably during the project so as to help the 

participants understand the nature of the task. However, all of these terms come 

under the umbrella of arts-based visual research methods. 

The co-authored article, Exploring Empathy Performativity in Young 

People’s Video Artworks examines the material-discursive agency of 

objects/materials/matter(s) in relation to empathetic phenomena, unraveling 

these as part of entanglements formed during artmaking practices. In efforts to 

do this we closely examined the nature of entangled objects and their material-

discursivity during artmaking, and how these play an agentic part in 

constituting conditions for empathy to manifest. Acknowledging myself as 

situated within the research, my process involved trying to see “with the data” 

(Lenz Taguchi 2012, p. 274). This means that I paid close attention to how the 

video’s artistry was affecting me as I (re)viewed it through the onto-epistem-

ology (Barad, 2007) of agential realism.  

One video created by three girls was examined in this study. I did not 

necessarily choose the video per se, but rather I was drawn to the video because 

“some detail -a fieldnote fragment or video image- start[ed] to glimmer, 

gathering [my] attention” (MacLure, 2010, p. 282). Details that brought the 

video to my attention included: 1) the girls directly engage with their audience 

and reference their artmaking materials, 2) an event of empathy became 

observable as the girls created playdough dog sculptures. 

The video was analyzed using auto-ethnographic narratives that depicted my 

recounting of events while viewing the video. Autoethnographic writing in post-

qualitative new materialism’s research is viewed as “a method of knowing in 

being” (Vu, 2018, p.79). My position within the research required that I engage 

in critical analytical practices that accounted for how I was interrelating and/or 

perceiving the ‘data’, meaning, as I was the intended audience for whom the 

video artworks were created. Writing autoethnographic narratives as a method 

of inquiry allowed me to analyze my depictions and avoid objectifying the data 
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(Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005). Creative expression, in arts-based inquiry, 

acknowledges performative outlets of creative expression as avenues through 

which knowledge production can be explored (Schwandt, 2007; Barone & Eisner, 

2006). Capturing the video by writing out my experience of the ‘data’ I am able 

to avoid falling into the “representational trap of trying to figure out what the 

interviewee really means” (Lenz Taguchi, 2012, p. 269). Instead, I am left with my 

own interpretation of the video artwork from which I then read diffractively, 

locating emerging differences or friction (Hultman & Lenz Taguchi, 2010). 

Using Karen Barad’s (2007) diffractive method of reading insights through one 

another, the friction between two girls as they grappled with the issue as to 

whether their video should discuss cats or dogs, was more closely examined in 

their collective ability to transform the video’s outcome (Barad, 2007; Braidotti, 

2002).  

Central to the video analyzed for this article was a discussion relating to 

whether cats or dogs should be the main topic. This revealed a subtle discord 

between two girls in the group. Diffractively (re)emerging, cats and dogs 

repeatedly materialized in different ways throughout the video. For example, 

cats and dogs appeared throughout the video as pencil drawings, playdough 

sculptures, and were agentic in causing the girls to change the research 

question. Paying close attention to material-discursive intra-actions during 

which dogs and cats appeared to be affecting the girls, revealed moments of the 

video that could be re-viewed whilst ‘plugging-in’ Barad’s posthuman theory, 

agential realism (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012). 

The article uses events from the video to reexamine important topics relevant 

to both visual art education and empathy. The dualism between the viewing 

subject and object of representation, as it pertains to images, is re-viewed 

through the theory of agential realism. Here we used an image of a cut-off 

screen to explain how, as phenomena, the ongoing intra-actions between the 

girls, cats/dogs, and the desire to produce a video are what constitute its unseen 

visual meanings. Empathy manifests from the entanglement of these 

objects/materials/matter(s) as phenomena, as they come to materialize the cut-

off scenes' meaning and its affect. This troubles or disrupts Cartesian 

subject/object dualism by suggesting that the meaning generated by the cut-off 

scene is resultant from the ongoing relationalities of entangled phenomena.  

The second topic, embodiment, was explored using a segment of the video 

during which the girls are shown sculpting their ‘own dooogs’. Embodiment in 

agential realism involves the extension of one's own body perceptions across 

material boundaries. The video showed how the girls sculpted, what at first were 

balls of playdough, extensions of their imaginations into Catdog, Hatdog and 

Wienerdog. The article suggests that “performativity allows matter its due as an 

active participant in the world’s becoming” (Barad, 2007, p. 136) and that by 

engaging in the artistic activity of transforming the playdough into their ‘own 
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dooogs’ the objects/materials/matter(s) played an agentic role in causing the 

girls to change the question of inquiry from what is empathy to why are dogs 

empathetic. 

In conclusion the article suggests that artmaking experiences could play an 

instrumental part in evoking empathetic behaviors amongst students. It 

highlights how re-viewing objects/materials/matter(s) as entangled phenomena 

during artmaking, allows students to flow in-between the discursive boundaries 

of objects/materials/matter(s) and how this creates fertile conditions for 

empathy to manifest. The article reiterates that a performative understanding of 

empathy requires close examination of the situational context within which 

empathetic behaviors occur. It highlights a need for visual art educators to 

reconsider the nature of objects/materials/matter(s) as phenomena in their 

capacity to affect students. It also draws awareness of the pedagogical advantage 

art education has for integrating empathy when re-viewed through agential 

realism’s entangled phenomenon understanding. The study concludes by 

presenting new openings, in the form of questions, that encourage further 

research in visual art education to work towards re-membering17 (Barad, 2015) 

art and empathy, stitching them together again with new materialism’s agential 

realism.  

 

4.3 (Re)thinking time and more-than-human empathy- Study III 

 

 
Aim: To map out entangled connections between objects/material/matter(s) as 

temporal phenomena, and empathy. 

 

Research Question 3: What does re-thinking artistic practices through the lens 

of spacetimemattering convey about nature (flora) as entangled intra-acting 

phenomena in events of empathy? 

 
 

Overview 
 

The aim of study III was to (re)think space, time, and matter collectively, 

through the onto-epistem-ologies of agential realism, as spacetimemattering. By 

rethinking events of artmaking as spacetimematter we seek to trouble Cartesian 

conceptions of time as linear and highlight how time, when reconceived as 

 
17 This way of writing the word remember is inspired by Barad’s (2015) article Transmaterialities: 
Trans*/Matter/Realities and Queer Political Imaginings in GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies. 
Barad discusses memory as “a matter of re-membering, of trancing entanglements, responding to 
yearnings for connections, materialized into fields of longing/belonging, of regenerating what never was 
but might yet have been” (Barad, 2015, p. 409).  
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spacetimemattering (or the inseparability of space, time, and matter) 

materializes entanglements between objects/materials/matter(s) used in 

artmaking and empathy. Specifically, entanglements of 

objects/materials/matter(s) as nature or flora (plants and leaves) are explored. 

Here again, empathy is conceived as performative, as enacted behaviors 

pertinent to the situation at hand elicited through curiosity or a desire to know 

more about the affecting qualities being artistically expressed/experienced.  

This study took place as 3rd year Education students attending the University 

of Helsinki graciously shared their culminating course assignments for 

analysis. ABR with its capacity to manifest empathy performatively was used 

here in the form of video artworks (Leavy, 2019). The visual art assignments 

included a variety of video and installation artworks and students’ learning 

portfolios in relation to these. The objectives of this media course were to 1) 

encourage students to see things from a new perspective (to think ‘what if’ or 

‘doing differently’), 2) develop an understanding as to how media shapes 

visual/media culture, 3) explore the expressive qualities of media, and become 

familiar with how to equip media for teaching and learning purposes. Part of a 

collaborative assignment between the education fine art minors and education 

music minors, the course assignment tasked the students with creatively 

exploring the theme ‘garden’ through media of their choice. A collective ‘garden’ 

theme, inspired by Swedish climate activist Greta Thunberg, was selected by the 

students to curate and unify all the fine art education study minors works for 

presentation at the term's ending art exhibition. 

Illuminating the relational temporal ontologies shared by both agential 

realism and indigenous cosmologies, the article aims to re-think the affecting 

capacities of two video artworks as entangled spacetimemattering of 

objects/materials/matter(s) in their ongoing material-discursive phenomena 

evoking empathy. Again, we (the co-author’s and I) were not viewing 

objects/materials/matter(s) and spacetimemattering as performing empathy, 

rather we shifted the focus of our empathy study to examine more closely the 

role these play in agentically co-constituting conditions for empathetic 

behaviors to manifest. Our methodological approach began with watching all 

the video artworks allowing us to be affected and situated within our 

experiential viewing (Haraway, 1988). Using what Jackson and Mazzei (2012) 

refer to as plugging in, we read students’ written portfolios as they correlated 

with moments in the video that we felt affected by. Our focus was drawn to 

posthumanist intersections at which the techno-scientific actors comprising our 

naturecultures (Haraway, 2003) come together. Narrative writings describing 

the video contents were situated next-to students’ written reflections. We use 

spacetimemattering and agential realism to think with as we re-viewed the 

intra-acting entanglements of objects/materials/matter(s) materializing within 

the students’ video artworks. 
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In analyzing the first video we found that thinking with spacetimemattering 

revealed video media in its capacity to challenge our temporal perceptions by 

allowing viewers to linger in a specific scene for what seems like an 

uncomfortable amount of time, leaving space for the viewer to question the 

phenomenal-ness of the other objects/materials/matter(s). Empathy is evoked 

as the duration of the scene allows viewers to relate to the ongoing material-

discursiveness of objects/materials/matter(s) in both their singular and 

collective phenomena. Barad’s (2007) description of embodiment is considered 

along with indigenous Haudenosaunee18 and Anishinaabe19 ontologies of place-

thought. Place-thought is a cosmological understanding of place and thought as 

deriving agency from each other (Watts, 2013). Agential realism embodiment is 

experienced in conjunction with place-thought as the human figure wearing a 

sock and buskin mask and the potted plant, forming one entity, sit together in 

contemplation among two juxtaposing landscapes. 

Our spacetimemattering re-thinking of the second video artwork in study III 

illuminated how the material-discursive connectivity between leaves and ghosts 

from the past foster empathetic behaviors from the viewer. As phenomena 

objects/materials/matter(s) (in the case of this video, leaves) used in artmaking 

play an agentic role in evoking empathy as they create a superposition of past 

and present. The video artworks provoke viewers' empathetic behaviors through 

the spacetimemattering of objects/materials/matter(s) as entangled 

phenomena, as they strive to understand these amongst their ongoing material-

discursivity. 

In concluding the article highlights how reimaging time as 

spacetimemattering brings awareness to the ongoing relationality and 

interconnected web of space, time, and matter and how these play an agentic 

role in co-constituting events of empathy through practices of artmaking. It 

suggests that we conjure up empathy during artistic inquiry as we work towards 

trying to gain a deeper understanding of objects/materials/matter(s) as 

relational phenomena. To encourage troubling Cartesian dualisms, we suggest 

that further research in art education needs to examine agential realism and 

indigenous ontologies in their situated ethical implications (Roseik, Synder, & 

Pratt, 2020) and to open-up the heterogeneity of objects/materials/matter(s) in 

their agentic capacity to evoke empathy during artmaking. 

 
18 The Haudenosaunee consist of five nations of Iroquois indigenous peoples: Seneca, Cayuga, Oneida, 
and Onondaga occupying lands north of the great lakes in and around southeastern Canada and 
Northeastern United States (Ramsden, 2021). 
19 Anishinaabe, represents various group of the First Nations, a closely related group of Indigenous 
peoples, sharing the similar language and customs deriving from the Great Lakes region in Canada (Hele, 
2022). 
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5 CONCERNING EMPATHY IN ART EDUCATION & 
PEDAGOGY  

In seeking to examine the relationships between empathy and artistic practices, 

a prominent issue that my research study raises is an awareness of the 

complexities surrounding research into empathy. One issue that has surfaced 

through the studies here is an awareness of how methods commonly employing 

or used in empathy research, such as those used to ‘measure’ empathy, inhibit 

the ability to see what is happening with empathy during arts engagement. The 

outcomes of the dissertation help us to imagine how arts-based research 

methodologies might alternatively reshape approaches to empathy in research 

and education. In this chapter, I theorize answers to the research questions, 1) 

what does using arts-based methods to study empathy allow researchers to see 

differently? And, what potential pedagogies does examining the ongoing 

relationality between artistic practices and empathy set in motion? Drawing 

details from each of the individual studies, I have outlined what empirical 

contributions this dissertation study sets in motion regarding the ways in which 

arts-based methods change the nature of how empathy gets conceptualized and 

how artistic practices of art viewing and artmaking as pedagogies can help 

educators approach empathy through an ethicality of responsibility and 

accountability.  

5.1 What does using arts-based methods to study empathy allow 
researchers to see differently? 

 

“Accountability and Responsibility must be thought of in terms of 

what matters and what is excluded from mattering” (Barad, 2007, 

p.394). 

 

Before providing an answer to the research questions mentioned above, I would 

first like to discuss how empathy research is typically conducted in educational 

practices. Stemming from governing institutions’ desire to ensure equitable 

access to educational resources, reporting strategies placed in education have 

garnered an overreliance on testable standards (Conaway & Goldhaber, 2020). 

Social psychologists have recently researched the question “does greater arts 

engagement have implications for empathy and prosocial behavior?” (Kou et al., 

2019, p. 2). In discussing the limitations of their research findings20 they state, 

 
20 I discussed this study in Chapter II under the section Art & Empathy. However, just to reiterate here, 
the study found positive correlations between greater arts engagement and prosocial behaviors. These 
positive correlations were noticeable between arts consumption than artmaking. Empathetic concern 
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“we did not uncover potential mechanisms of these results in the current study, 

and future research needs to better understand why various types of arts 

engagement are associated with increased prosocial traits and behaviors” (Kou 

et al., 2019, p. 9). Due to an over-reliance on standardized questionnaire/tests 

in trying to ‘locate’ empathy, it is not surprising that such research struggles to 

expose potential empathy mechanisms. For example, the Interpersonal 

Reactivity Index (IRI), the Empathy Quotient (EQ), and SEL Inventory are all 

popular empathy tests that employ questionnaire/survey methods for assessing 

and measuring empathy that are commonly used in the study of empathetic 

behaviors.  

Medical education studies of late have been trying out arts-based 

interventions studies in efforts to help young physicians retain or achieve higher 

empathy ‘levels’. The results of these arts-based interventions are often assessed 

through testing methods developed to measure variations of empathy ‘levels’. 

For example, tests such as the Jefferson Empathy Scale (JES) and its offspring, 

the Jefferson Scale of Physician Empathy (JESP), which has been develop 

specifically for assessing empathy in physicians (see for example Hojat et al., 

2018 and Yang & Yang, 2013). Such methods for studying empathy only reveal 

basic information about empathy in individuals and fail to reveal any 

information regarding the nuanced nature of empathy or how it works (Hooker, 

2015).  

Social Emotional Learning (SEL) curriculum is designed to help develop 

social and emotional skills and specific empathetic behaviors are foundational 

behaviors for enhancing good social skills (Malti, Caparro, Zuffianò, & 

Colasante, 2016). The development and measuring of students’ SEL progress 

also rely on questionnaire/testing or data driven measures in assessing student 

progress (see for example, the previously mentioned CASEL.org). While delving 

into several commercialized SEL Inventory testing companies’ websites that 

market such tests for use in school districts, a video from one website suggests 

that it is “easy to customize a survey that meets your district’s needs” 

(Panoramed, 2022, 00:40). Such websites not only reveal how interpersonal 

constructs of empathy are given precedence over others, but also how empathy 

becomes susceptible to issues of power as they can be manipulated to meet the 

needs of those implementing such programs.  

In agential realism, “apparatuses enact agential cuts that produce 

determinate boundaries and properties of ‘entities’ within phenomena, where 

‘phenomena’ are the ontological inseparability of agentially intra-acting 

components” (Barad, 2007, p. 148, emphasis original). Emphasizing or relying 

too much on psychological measures such as tests to delineate empathetic traits, 

reveals how apparatuses implement ‘agential cuts’ that separate empathy from 

 
(and all the prosocial behaviors they examined) was positively correlated with visual arts creation (Kou, 
Konrath, and Goldstein, 2019).  
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what phenomena or specific material practices give meaning to empathy 

performativity and why it occurs. Research continuously deconstructs empathy 

and ‘cuts’ specific empathy attributes apart. Such ‘cuts’ produce boundaries as 

to what can and cannot be seen when/where empathy happens. Similarly, what 

co-constituting agencies are productive of empathy get left outside the 

boundaries of such studies.  

Two primary epistemological conceptualizations, or ‘cuts’ that these empathy 

measuring/testing devices (apparatuses), continually perpetuate are the two 

most taken for granted, that; 1) empathy’s value is anthropocentric, as the 

benefits of empathy are believed to reside in its ability to establish interpersonal 

connections between humans, and 2) empathy as a psychological construct 

belonging to the mind, and so that is where it must be studied. Could it be that 

ABR methods allow research to get at and explore empathy performativity and 

how it works?  

Next, I will briefly discuss the nature of apparatuses as these are understood 

in agential realism and utilized in ABR. Following that, I will elucidate how ABR 

methods and empathy establish connections using agential realism and draw on 

examples from the studies in this summary. Then I will speak to onto-epistem-

ological (Barad, 2007) shifts that are needed for moving towards 

posthumanistic pedagogies that are responsible and accountable concerning 

more-than-human empathy in art education. 

5.1.1 Arts-based research as apparatus for empathy’s study 

 

Arts-based methods open-up the potential to explore material arrangements 

beyond or outside boundaries that are currently constitutive of empathy’s 

conceptualizations. One example of how this happens is underscored by Barad’s 

use of Bohr’s description of apparatuses as “macroscopic material arrangements 

through which particular concepts are given definition, to the exclusion of 

others, and through which particular phenomena with particular determinate 

physical properties are produced” (Barad, 2007, p. 142). By looking closely at 

intra-actions inside entangled phenomena one can begin to understand how 

empathy is evoked through ongoing material-discursive relations during artistic 

practices. ABR methods as an apparatus for empathy research, reveals empathy 

behaviors as they are materially “constituted along with the world” (Barad, 

2007, p. 160). This provides opportunities to evoke empathy amongst intra-

acting material-discursive relations and notice what matter(s) within these 

particular instances.  

Through art viewing and artmaking, the entangled agencies of intra-acting 

material-discursive objects/materials/matter(s), or things-in-phenomena, work 

to co-produce and materialize empathy in connection with ongoing 
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responsiveness to artworks. One example given by Bohr that Barad (2007) 

elaborates on is how a person holds a stick to navigate around a dark room. 

Embodiment, in the agential realism context, occurs when materials become 

extensions of our own bodies (Barad, 2007), thus extending what gets included 

inside the boundaries of empathy’s research apparatus. The stick becomes an 

extended form of vision for the person (Barad, 2007). In artistic practices 

objects/materials/matter(s) are embodied. Such embodiment during artistic 

practices dissolves “the seemingly self-evidentiary nature of bodily boundaries” 

and also “their seeming visual self-evidence” (Barad, 2007, p. 154). In studies I, 

II and III we see the boundaries between the ‘self’ and ‘other’ dissolve as 

objects/materials/matter(s) (Hatdog, Catdog, Weinerdog, Lehtimies, the sock 

and buskin plant holding figure, and the suitcase) become extensions of the 

artists’ bodies. Threaded through each of these is nature (flora), touching, 

dystopic spaces, memories, and conflict over cats and dogs, thus extending the 

boundaries of embodiment within further phenomena.  

Study I used VTS’s aesthetic interview as an open-ended arts-based method 

for exploring connections between art viewing and empathy. However, art 

viewing as an art apparatus for studying empathy in the agential realism 

context, extends the boundaries of the viewers perceptions. For example, in 

study I, we see how seamlessly phenomena work together as the VTS 

participants empathize meanings associated with the suitcase. VTS participants 

empathize what dynamic relational connections are implied by the hands 

touching the suitcase together (see Figure 2).  

In this instance the heterogeneity of perceptions in relation to the touching 

hands and their meaning allows each participant to re-view the image. Each 

time the boundaries of the image (apparatus) gets ‘re-set’, allowing perceptions 

or ideas associated with the image to be ‘diffracted’ through each other (Barad 

2007). Understanding art viewing as occurring in such a manner would suggest 

that an apparatus for studying empathy art viewing functions as “a method of 

diffractively reading insights through one another, building new insights, and 

attentively and carefully reading differences that matter in their fine details” 

(Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2013, p. 50). During such art viewing encounters, 

subject and object become entangled phenomena. Empathy performativity gets 

elicited as viewers take responsibility for their own part amongst the 

entanglements and account 21 for what ‘agential cuts’ they and the other viewers 

are making.  

During artistic practices, research can catch glimpses of how empathetic 

behaviors are working in relation to affects by examining intra-acting agencies 

of objects/materials/matter(s) inside material-discursive phenomena produced 

by the artwork. Empathy performativity happens during artistic practices as it 

 
21 In agential realism objectivity “is about accountability to marks on bodies” (Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 
2013, p. 52).  
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helps us constitute a deeper understanding of what matter(s) within the ongoing 

material-discursive intra-actions that are affecting us. As artistic practices of art 

viewing and artmaking illuminate the intra-acting agencies of 

objects/materials/matter(s) as material-discursive phenomena, ABR methods 

as apparatuses work by offering researchers glimpses of how ‘microscopic 

material arrangements’ are productive of empathy performativity.  

5.1.2 On using arts-based research as apparatus for empathy’s study 

 

According to Barone and Eisner (2012), educational institutions' preferences for 

the quantification of information suggests that many other viable means for 

assessing accountability through “performance or object” remain neglected 

(Barone & Eisner, 2012, p. 146). Using arts-based research methodology 

throughout the dissertation studies here allowed for empathy to be explored 

while it is onto-epistem-ologically occurring during activities of art viewing and 

artmaking. ABR allowed me to see how a performative understanding of 

empathy works in contrast to traditional understandings of empathy perceiving 

it as something possessable, in amounts, that can be measured. ABR has also 

allowed me to see how empathy performativity requires understanding how 

empathetic behaviors get conjured up within ongoing relations and how these 

are elicited through activities as beings of the world. 

In the early research design phase of my studies, it was decided not to set out 

and ‘measure’ empathy, but rather to look for empathy while investigating the 

spaces of art viewing and artmaking activities. Arts-based methods touted 

promising links with empathy (Leavy, 2019; Barone & Eisner, 2012) and the 

studies in this thesis contribute new knowledge regarding how the usage of 

artistic practices can illuminate the conceptions of empathy as performativity. 

Study I of this dissertation provides an example of how, it becomes possible to 

recognize empathetic behaviors as they are happening, by examining events of 

art viewing. 

Before I get ahead of myself, I should take a moment to elaborate how it is 

that study I implemented a survey as one of its methods. Study I does so in such 

a way that allows the research participants to reflect and think about what 

empathetic behaviors they felt they had engaged in during art viewing and 

artmaking experiences and why. Also, when analyzing these surveys, I did not 

view the answers from an objective position as say the IRI, EQ, SEL, JES, and 

JESP do. Rather, the aim of the questionnaire was to help me determine any 

personally felt (affects) relational connections between the empathetic 

behaviors described on the questionnaire and participants’ art viewing 

experiences.  

Reading insights of ABR through agential realism has allowed me to see 

cause and effect relationships in empathy as occurring differently. In agential 
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realism cause and effect emerge through intra-actions (Barad, 2007, p. 176) and 

not in a linear fashion. For example, in study II intra-actions including ongoing 

disagreements over cats and dogs are causal in conjuring up empathy 

performativity during artistic practices.  

Using ABR to examine empathy performativity in studies II and III, also drew 

my awareness to the nature of objects/material/matter(s) as co-constituting 

agencies during artmaking where empathy manifests. In an agential realist 

account of artistic practices, objects/materials/matter(s) play an agentic part in 

evoking empathy. In study II we see dogs as objects/materials/matter(s) 

through which the girls’ materialized examples of the empathic behaviors as 

emotional contagion and compassion. In study III, the potted plant was used in 

artmaking to solicit empathy for purposes outside of human-to-human 

connections.  

Using arts-based methods as an apparatus for researching empathy within 

situated entanglements of object/materials/matter(s) moves empathy research 

towards performative accounts “to matter of practices, doings, and actions” 

(Barad, 2007, p. 135). In studies I, II and III, we saw examples of how ABR 

allows me as the researcher to examine the ‘doing’ of empathy as these are 

evoked in connection with the artwork’s material-discursive intra-acting 

phenomena. My own ‘doing’ of empathy is captured by my narrative 

recountings, as the process of writing these tasks me to empathize, drawing on 

my own sensing experiences in connection with objects/materials/matter(s) as 

phenomena generated by the artworks.  

Empathy, as it occurs within the open-ended research atmosphere of 

artmaking, has also allowed me to observe boundary making practices as these 

surround empathy’s study. For example, conventional ‘testing’ research 

methods would ‘cut’ away what nuances study III captured in the students’ 

written portfolios. As students explained what they were thinking/doing during 

their artistic processes of creating the videos, spacetimemattering and how it co-

constitutes empathy performativity emerged. The video artworks in study III 

reconstitute “boundary-making practices” as entangled 

objects/materials/matter(s) phenomena (Lehtimies for example) materialize 

superpositions of past present and future. 

To conclude this section, I would like to suggest that using ABR has allowed 

me to see differently why it is that empathy matter(s). In examining 

responsibility and accountability in her work on scientific practices, Shrader 

(2010) suggests that “responsibility (…) entails not responding to a particular 

other, who does not exist as such, but the enabling of responsiveness within 

particular relations, which in turn enables and necessitates accountability to an 

‘extended’ phenomenon, that is, to what is at stake in getting the experiments to 

work” (Schrader, 2010, p. 297, emphasis original). Accounting for empathy in 

educational research practices and “getting the experiments to work” (Schrader, 
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2010, p. 297) as Schrader puts it, cannot be ‘measured’ outside of 

situated/material phenomena in its ongoing iterative intra-activity (Barad, 

2007). The enabling of responsibility in empathy resides in ABR’s ability, 

through ongoing artistic practices, to allow researchers to account for how 

empathy is happening when “objects-in-phenomena become determined, that 

is, materialize and matter” (Schrader, 2010, p. 285).  

5.2 What potential pedagogies does examining the ongoing 
relationality between artistic practices and empathy set in 
motion? 

 

“By focusing on worldly relations and encounters as inherently 

pedagogical, acknowledging that it is not only humans that teach and 

learn, and by mobilizing human curiosity to learn from what is already 

going on in the world, we have finally managed to make the shift from 

ever learning about the world to learning with it” (Common Worlds 

Research Collective, 2020, p. 6).  

5.2.1 Reaching empathy: Pedagogical approaches in art education 

 

An empirical contribution of my research study resides in how it comes to 

rethink the nature of artistic practices and how these can offer both 

methodological and pedagogical potential for eliciting empathy in educational 

ways while touching on issues of responsibility and accountability. I also 

contend that examining the nature of arts-based methods, as apparatuses for 

the study of empathy, is continuous with pedagogical matter(s), as these co-

constitute each other through their ongoing entanglement. By thinking outside 

of Cartesian subject/object dualisms, and alternatively focusing on 

relationalities, we can begin to see how art viewing and artmaking conjure up 

empathetic behaviors. I would like to suggest that challenging current dualistic 

constructs associated with the idea of subject and object in art education as a 

methodological benefit of arts-based research on empathy, that can also be 

considered as a pedagogical approach.  

In their interview with Rick Dolphijn and Iris van der Tuin (2012), Barad 

comes to account for a unified subject/object in agential realism by articulating 

that “instead of there being a separation of subject and object, there is an 

entanglement of subject and object, which is called ‘phenomenon’” (Dolphijn & 

van der Tuin, 2012, p. 52). This challenges ideas of the subject and object within 

the traditional context of art in where humans are considered to be the 

experiencing ‘subject’ of art from a position external to the art ‘object’. 

According to Barad, “distance is the condition of objectivity” (Dolphijn & van 

der Tuin, 2012, p. 56.).  
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Subjectivity in agential realism emerges not from a position of exteriority, but 

rather through the ongoing differentiating of material-discursive intra-acting 

phenomena (Barad, 2007). In agential realism “objectivity means being 

accountable for marks on bodies, that is, specific materializations and their 

differential mattering” (Barad, 2007, p. 178). During activities of art viewing 

and artmaking, subject/object do “not oppose one another” (Barad, 2014, 

p.157), rather subject/object are a “play of in/determinacy” (Barad, 2014, p. 

176). 

In studies II and III objects/materials/matter(s) in artmaking are 

approached as phenomena, with unification of the subject/object. This 

relational approach to exploring empathy amongst the entangled intra-acting 

agencies, not only allows empathy connection between human-to-human 

relations to become recognizable, but it also reveals human/non-human 

connections of empathy. Looking for empathetic behaviors, as they are material-

discursively constituted during artistic practices, raises awareness as to the 

heterogeneity of empathy performativity as it occurs when relating to objects, 

materials, and matter(s) and the social-political, techno-scientific, 

naturecultures, and non-human animals, of their phenomenon. Unpacking the 

‘heterogenous milieu’ of empathy performativity in responsiveness to 

objects/materials/matter(s) as material-discursive phenomena, can help guide 

art educators in understanding the nature of artistic practices and what 

opportunities they present for engaging empathy in transformative ways. 

In study II, traditional notions associated with the artists as acting upon, or 

working from a position of externality to artmaking materials, are challenged as 

we see the ongoing intra-actions between the girls and the playdough 

transiently produce each other (Sinquefield-Kangas et al., 2022). Barad’s 

neologism ‘intra-action’ implies a pre-established inseparability of entities 

(Schrader, 2010). This contrast traditional ideas associated with interactions 

that presupposes that entities are separate from each other (Barad, 2007). The 

cut-off scene from study II, and what meaning its referents conveys to the 

viewer, alternatively cannot be understood through the predefined semiotic 

meaning of the image alone. Rather as phenomena, the meaning of the cut-off 

scene gets produced through the ongoing agential intra-actions of the girls, 

cats/dogs, their discord, and the viewer.  

 Pedagogically integrating unified object/subject, or things-in-phenomena, in 

art education brings with it empathy performativity evoked while de-centering 

human agencies. It also draws particular attention to what ongoing power 

dynamics are enacted between human and non-human agencies. In study II, the 

heterogeneous indeterminacy of the sock and buskin figure holding the potted 

plant as phenomenon draws the viewers’ discussion towards empathizing 
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imaginary socio-political and techno-scientific relations extending the viewers 

perception beyond the boundaries of its image22.  

Empathy, emergent through such formative connections between ongoing 

intra-acting agencies of objects/materials/matter(s) (or phenomena), raises 

awareness of our own “responsibility and accountability for the lively 

relationalities of becoming, of which we are a part” (Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 

2012, p. 69). We could also see this happen in study II, when one of the study 

participants Raija, comes to define empathy by responding to and emotionally 

connecting with dogs.  

An important characteristic to recognize about entanglements in agential 

realism, is that they do not imply or suggest that all intra-acting agencies are 

equal within entanglements (Barad, 2007; Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2012). 

Rather “the specificity of intra-actions speaks to the particularities of the power 

imbalances” of which “agency is about responsibility, about the possibilities of 

mutual response, which is not to deny, but to attend to power imbalances” 

(Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2012, p. 55). Exploring objective referent in arts-

based research and artistic practices as phenomena rather than independent 

objects, enables investigations of empathetic behavior in connection with issues 

of responsibility, accountability, and ethics, because changing the apparatus, 

changes the ontology of empathy as well (Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2012). Re-

thinking the dynamics of subject/object through unification provides 

pedagogical opportunities to engage artistic practices (art viewing and 

artmaking) in a way that can also conjure up students’ empathy performativity 

in responsible and accountable ways. 

In the following sections I discuss spacetimemattering (temporality) and 

objects/materials/matter(s) as pedagogies for approaching empathy in art 

education. As a form of sensing/making (Juelskjær, 2020) artistic practices 

provide pedagogical opportunities to engage specific objects in their various 

entanglements. Again, I use Barad’s (2007) agential realism and the artistic 

practices described in the articles, thinking together with these in theorizing 

pedagogies of art education with potential for eliciting empathy.  

5.2.2 Pedagogical approaches as spacetimemattering 

 

Next, I will describe spacetimemattering as another potential pedagogical 

technique for eliciting empathetic behaviors during artistic practices that has 

come to be recognized through this study. However, before I do, I would first 

like to explain how over the course of this study, empathy has come to be 

understood not as a skill but rather as an innate attribute (Breithaupt, 2019: de 

 
22 Instances like this one present opportunities for art education to draw-up discussion during which 
students account for such imaginings. Relying ideas and how they are responding to the affects of 
objects/materials/matter(s) during artistic engagement.  
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Waal, 2009; Gallese, 2005). A posthumanistic performative understanding of 

the innateness of empathetic behaviors, suggests these do not entirely exist on 

their own nor are they purely belonging to the individual (Barad, 2003). Rather, 

these manifest through ongoing material-discursive practices which Barad 

describes as being “specific iterative engagements-agential intra-actions- 

through which matter is differentially engaged and articulated (in the 

emergence of boundaries and meanings), reconfiguring the material-

discursive field of possibilities in the iterative dynamics of intra-activity that is 

agency” (Barad, 2003, p. 822-823, emphasis original). This dissertation study 

has come to recognize empathy performativity as inherent during artistic 

practices. During artistic practices we empathize in coming to understand and 

materialize the meaning of objects/material/matter(s).  

Spacetimemattering, temporality, indigenous place-thought, and 

superposition also present pedagogical opportunities for arts education to 

manifest student empathy performativity in connection with issues of 

responsibility, accountability, and ethics of care. Spacetimemattering, is a 

concept developed by quantum field theorists' that realizes ongoing 

relationships between time, space, and matter (Barad, 2017). These are viewed 

as inseparable and working collectively, they constitute what phenomena 

comprises our daily realities (Barad, 2017). Aslanian and Moxnes (2020) write 

that “an ethics of responsibility reminds us that space and time are not separate 

(Aslanian & Moxnes, 2020, p. 55).  

Study III exemplifies how empathy performativity occurs in connection with 

nature and uses the concept of superposition from quantum physics in 

illuminating the nature of how this happens. It specifically explores the 

quantum physics' notion of spacetimemattering and indigenous cosmology 

place-thought (Watts, 2013) to rethink empathy performativity in its 

connections with more-than-human objects/material/matter(s) namely flora. 

Using video artworks and students’ learning portfolios as empirical data, study 

III examines how objects/material/matter(s), as both temporality and flora, 

form entanglements with empathy during artmaking.  

Reading insights of Barad’s (2007) agential realism and arts-based 

methodologies through one another, I explored the videos in studies II and III, 

for encounters during which the agencies of the objects/materials/matter(s) 

exhibited different capacities. Study III provides an example of how 

entanglements of artistic practices, agential realism, and empathy are agentic in 

co-constituting pedagogies of spacetimemattering and temporality. According to 

agential realism “diffraction (…) allows you to study both the nature of the 

apparatus and also the object” (Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2013, p. 52). The 

concepts of spacetimemattering and temporality present pedagogies for art 

educators to explore empathetic behaviors in relation to these. How might past, 

present, and future be motivating choices during artmaking and what sort of 
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response-abilities and accountabilities (i.e., historical, socio-cultural, techno-

scientific) are being empathized? 

5.2.3 Matter(s) in art viewing and artmaking as pedagogy for empathy 

 

The studies here contribute to the current research on empathy by revealing the 

importance of entangled phenomena in artmaking as provocative of empathy 

through engagement with objects/materials/matter(s) during artistic practices. 

“‘Matter’ refers to phenomena in their ongoing materializations” (Barad, 2007, 

p. 151, original emphasis). Entanglements of phenomena are agentic during 

artmaking, and these materialize through ongoing relationality with 

objects/materials/matter(s) in artistic practices. In study III we see Kukka’s 

feelings about nature rendered in the video artwork as a living pile of leaves, is 

actually the phenomena Lehtimies. Tracing the threads of entangled 

phenomena productive of why nature matter(s) to Kukka, we discover leaves are 

tied to the memory of a departed childhood friend. 

Approaching objects/materials/matter(s) in art education as phenomena 

offer pedagogical practices for evoking empathetic behaviors as students work 

to materialize their own entangled responses to these. In study I, VTS art 

viewing participants respond to the suitcase as indicative of leaving. In study II, 

the drawing, sculpting, and discussion over dogs evokes empathy as the girls 

work with them to materialize their answer to the question “why are dogs 

empathetic” (Sinquefield-Kangas et al., 2022, p. 155). In Study III, Lehtimies as 

living leaf pile and the sock and buskin plant holding figure depicting how it is 

that matter(s) forms an agentic part in evoking empathy during artmaking as 

they are “phenomena in their ongoing materializations” (Barad, 2007, p. 151, 

original emphasis). Empathetic behaviors, for example: “imagining how 

(an)other is thinking and feeling”, “imaginatively projecting yourself into 

(an)others situations”, “feeling for (an)other who is suffering”, and “knowing 

(an)other’s internal thoughts and feelings” (Batson, 2009, p. 4-8, modifications 

my own) were all manifested during artistic practices examined in study III. As 

pedagogy for evoking empathy artistic practices can reveal and/or trace 

entanglements, of objects/materials/matter(s) as phenomena, doing so in such 

a way that empathetic behaviors manifest through a relational ethics of 

responsibility, accountability, and caring for what matter(s). 
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6 DISCUSSIONS 

The aim of my doctoral research was to obtain a better understanding of how art 

viewing and artmaking form connections with empathetic behaviors and an 

onto-epistemo-ological (Barad, 2007) shift to posthumanism new materialism 

agential realism was foundational in achieving this. I wanted to examine 

instances of artistic practices during which empathy happens and the nature of 

how such happenings occur. Examining connections between artistic practices 

and empathy can provide art education (and education more broadly) deeper 

insights into what is going on when empathy studies discover connections 

between art and empathy. A deeper understanding about the complexities 

between art education and how they might foster empathy needs to be 

addressed in order to understand the nature in which empathetic behaviors can 

be advanced using responsible approaches in artistic practices. In the discussion 

section, I will first elucidate further what this arts-based dissertation study has 

allowed me to see in empathy research and pedagogy in connection with ethics, 

objects/materials/matter(s), and temporality. Following this I will review and 

critically contemplate some issues that these studies fail to address. Lastly, I 

suggest recommendations for further research raised by this dissertation study 

for art education and education more broadly, in seeking to integrate empathy. 

6.1 ABR: On seeing empathy research and pedagogy differently 

6.1.1 Empathy’s ethical dilemma  

 

While my initial approached to the study of artistic practices and empathetic 

behaviors was from a Constructivist mind frame (Arnheim, 1969; Batson, 2009; 

Dewey, 1934/2005: Eisenberg & Strayer, 1987; Piaget, 1970; Read, 1943; 

Vischer, 1873/1994: Vygotsky, 1971) it traversed theoretical boundaries and 

wondered into feminist postmodernism new materialisms (Barad, 2007; 

Truman, 2019; Alaimo & Heckman, 2008; Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2012; 

Deleuze & Guattari, 1980; Haraway, 1988). Using ABR in conjunction with 

agential realism as an alternative methodological approach to studying empathy 

has brought to the surface ethical dilemmas surrounding empathy and how it 

gets integrated into educational practices.  

Empathetic behaviors in their basic descriptions are neither inherently good 

nor inherently bad. For example, Study III shows how empathy can result in 

outcomes alternative to altruism, because empathy performativity in connection 

with the cut-off scene evokes feelings of distress and frustration. As people 

experience artwork differently, we can see how empathy performativity leaves 

room for ambiguity and indeterminacy.  
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Grappling with definitions of empathy or favoring specific constructs over 

others restricts research on empathy from achieving more robust insights as to 

what potential educational outcomes resonate from integrating empathy into 

educational curriculum. Quite often it is the case that research aimed at 

examining empathy prescribes its purpose and outcomes as being beneficial to 

altruistic, positive, or caring outcomes (Kou et al., 2019; Bertling, 2015; Lui, 

2017; Jeffers, 2009a, 2009b; Bradshaw, 2016; Stout; 1999; Wikström, 2001). 

While empathy’s connections to altruism is outside the scope of this dissertation 

study, the situated events of empathy analyzed in studies I, II and III, illuminate 

the heterogeneous atmosphere within artistic practice, in relation to human and 

non-human others, within which empathetic behaviors are performed. This 

prompts questions as to whether empathetic behaviors in and of themselves 

intrinsically lead to altruism, or if the situatedness of the entangled phenomena 

are co-agentic in materializing altruistic outcomes?  

If what matters in empathy is occurring in the “seemingly insignificant 

moments and gestures” (O’Donnell 2013, p. 280) then what coercive side-effects 

are incurred when educators implement ‘pre-scribed’ homogenous 

institutionalized models of empathy education “demand[ing] that one expose 

oneself to the other” (O’Donnell 2013, p. 273)? If empathy has no prescribed 

altruistic outcome, then how might art education become a vehicle for fostering 

empathy in an ethical way? In agential realism “ethics is (…) not about right 

responses to a radically exteriorized other, but about responsibility and 

accountability for the lively relationalities of becoming, of which we are a part” 

(Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2012, p. 69).  

During artistic practices students are tasked with understanding how it is 

they are responding to objects/materials/matter(s), while simultaneously 

questioning or accounting for what affects compel their curiosities. The VTS 

activity in Study I examined the discourse of this process as it occurs during art 

viewing. Study II showed this during artmaking when the participant Raija 

comes to define empathy by responding to dogs and accounting for why they are 

empathetic. In study III, we saw this happening when the sock and buskin 

figure considers the dystopic conditions and takes responsibility for the desolate 

plant. Also in study III, we see how the artist accounts for her connection with 

nature by responding to leaves as phenomena entangled with the memory of her 

departed friend. Artistic practices may not be able to ‘develop’ empathy so that 

it directly promotes pro-social behaviors, but it can facilitate student empathy 

performativity in responsible and accountable ways through “meaning making 

and understanding the complexity of the (…) world” (Karlsson Häikiö, 

Mårtensson, & Lohilahti, 2020, p. 357).  

O’Donnell (2013) draws on the work of Martin Buber in pointing out how 

transformative learning experiences often occur, not because of the educator 

intentionally trying to help the student improve their character, but rather 
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through experiences during which students focus on something other than 

themselves (O’Donnell, 2013, p. 266). Artistic practices in their heterogeneous 

indeterminate nature, trouble students’ self/other perceptions as 

objects/materials/matter(s) become an extension of the self through iterative 

embodiment. In study II an example of this can be seen when the girls sculpt 

their playdough dogs. Pedagogical practices aimed at eliciting empathy can take 

notice of such moments, the nature of their conditions (O’Donnell, 2013) and 

how they might be transformative of students’ conceptions of responsibility and 

accountability.  

6.1.2 Matter(s) are agentic  

 

This dissertation supports research suggesting that we empathize with the non-

human objects/material/matter(s) during activities of art viewing and 

artmaking (Freedberg & Gallese, 2007; Jeffers, 2009a, 2009b). Understanding 

of embodiment during artmaking, as depicted by agential realisms, supports 

research describing how activities of perceiving artwork and making artwork 

involves our sensory systems (embodied simulation) as a means of materializing 

our minds (Gallese, 2005; Eisner, 2002) and our becoming in the world. Study 

III of this dissertation depicts how entangled phenomena elicits empathy as the 

phenomena that the girls, dogs, and the artmaking activity, work collectively in 

helping the girls produce (or come to know) an answer to the question “why are 

dogs empathetic” (Sinquefield-Kangas et al., 2022, p.155). Empathy happens as 

we seek to gain a deeper understanding of human and non-human 

objects/material/matter(s) as part of an ongoing material discursive process of 

relating to phenomenon's meanings during artistic activities.  

Objects/materials/matter(s) create pedagogical opportunities for art 

educators to elicit empathetic behaviors from students by critically examining 

these as phenomena. Art educators have a chance to help students understand 

“the world as being constituted in terms of material-discursive phenomena” 

(Juelskjaer et al., 2021, p. 135) by encouraging students to dynamically engage 

objects/materials/matter(s) through their relationalities to other phenomenon. 

Studies II and III provide examples of how ABR engages students in meaning 

making activities during which objects/materials/matter(s) get reconfigured to 

materialize new phenomena that are evocative of empathy. Helping students to 

understand objects/materials/matter(s) as material-discursive phenomena can 

help students recognize that “discursive practices are not simply human-based 

practices” (Juelskjaer et al., 2021, p. 138). This can also help them imagine how 

they come to empathize in more-than-human ways. 

Conceptualization of the construct empathy were initially developed by 

Einfühlung or German Aesthetic theorists (psychologists of art) during the late 

1800s by examining sensory perception experiences in connection with objects 
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of art (Lanzoni, 2019). During this time the term aesthetics was used in 

referring to activities involving such sense perceptions, however over time its 

meaning changed and became associated with beauty (Lanzoni, 2019). Susan 

Lanzoni (2019) notes “this aesthetic experience created the object in the image 

of the self, blurring the lines between self and perceived form. Empathy thus 

formed a kinesthetic, imaginative entry to painting, poetry, sculpture, and 

modern dance” (Lanzoni, 2019, p. 10). Understanding 

objects/materials/matter(s) as material-discursive phenomena, agential 

realisms blurs boundaries between objectivity and subjectivity (Juelskjaer et al., 

2021), and in doing so offers pedagogical opportunities for empathy to manifest 

as students come to question their own response-ability and accountability for 

how it is they (objects/materials/matter(s)) and the student) generate artwork 

as new material-discursive phenomena. 

6.1.3 Temporal issues in empathy’s study 

 

Study III, approaches empathy and affect rethinking their connection within 

spacetimemattering. In studies II and III, the affects experienced in conjunction 

with the artworks where starting points or places from where to begin looking 

for empathetic behaviors. Affective states are generally understood as being 

synonymous with or representing an emotion (happy, sad, angry) (Isen & 

Moore, 1990). Newtonian linear perceptions of time epistemically occupy many 

empathy studies in trying to establish and understand cause and effect 

relationships between empathy, affect and emotional outcomes. According to 

quantum physics, time, space, and matter do not pre-exist as separate entities 

progressing in a forward linear fashion, but rather they emerge through ongoing 

entangled intra-actions of space, time, and matter (Barad, 2017; Juelskjaer et 

al., 2021). Spacetimemattering, troubles cause/effect arguments associated with 

whether matching affective states exist between the empathizing subject and 

objects of empathy, as “causality is not interactional, but rather intra-actional” 

(Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2012, p. 56).  

According to Barad “in re-thinking causality as intra-activity and not as this 

kind of billiard-ball causality-cause followed by effect- the fantasy of erasure is 

not possible, but possibilities for reparation exist” (Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 

2012, p.65). Using ABR methods allowed me to diffractively read empathy, 

spacetimemattering, and objects/materials/matter(s) through each other, as 

study III illuminates, how differences between these might help empathy 

research move “from matters of fact” to addressing “matters of concern” 

(Latour, 2003, p. 225). Acknowledging the inseparability of empathy, affect, and 

objects/materials/matter(s) allows empathy research to examine temporal 

dimensions of empathy in connection with past, present, and future 
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temporalities and how these can be pedagogies aimed at fostering relationships 

of responsibility, accountability, and justice through art education.  

6.1.4 Empathy is not cargo  

 

The research here also challenges Cartesian mind/body dualisms and the 

anthropocentric understanding of empathy that perpetuates hierarchical 

associations of empathy conceptualizing it as something we humans possess in 

quantifiable amounts, that we exchange as a cargo (Marshall & Hooker, 2016). 

Not only do studies II and III here contribute to research suggesting empathy is 

performative (Marshall & Hooker, 2016; Hooker, 2015), the use of arts-based 

research in these studies helps to reveal the performative nature of empathy.  

Study I did not explore empathy in a performative context. However, the 

outcomes of Study I helped me to contemplate a new conceptualization of 

empathy that would go on to inspire the methodological approaches in studies 

II and III, examining empathy as situated and happening in connection with 

things. In doing so this study also brings forward and advances empathy studies 

involving theories associated with empathy performativity by examining 

empathy behaviors through activities, doings, and practices (Hooker, 2015; 

Marshall & Hooker, 2016). 

ABR, through material-discursive intra-actions, enables onto-epistem-

ological (Barad, 2007) entanglements as demonstrated by; Hatdog, Catdog, 

Weinerdog, the cut-off scene, Lehtimies, and the human-figure holding the 

potted plant, as phenomena examined in studies II and III. Using ABR 

methodology helped to provoke empathetic behaviors through generative 

qualities residing in ABR onto-epistem-ological nature as practices of a doing-

in-being (Rosiek et al., 2019; Barad, 2007). Agential realism theory in 

conjunction with ABR is a substantially materially rich process that offers a 

similar yet contemporary way to re-conceptualize early Einfühlung theorists 

panpsychist explanations of art and empathy. To this end, the research here 

makes a methodological contribution to examining empathy, as it expands both 

the nature and the role of how objects/material/matter(s) as phenomena evoke 

empathy performativity during artistic practices.  

6.2 Critical disruptions 

 

The studies here examining empathy traverse the course of an ontological 

shifting from social constructivist theories to the relational onto-epistem-ologies 

of new materialisms agential realism. I feel that having undergone this 

theoretical journey has allowed me to contribute my critical thoughts with 

regards to the pros and cons of engaging one theory over the other. In study I, 
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social constructivist theories imply that the VTS curriculum works as an 

“external force acting upon [our] passive [empathetic] nature” (Barad, 2007, p. 

176). In this study, the ability to elicit empathy gets accredited to the curriculum 

which is perceived as an exterior force acting on participants as they engage in 

the VTS exercises.  

Studying empathy performativity has revealed several limitations of this 

dissertation study. One limitation is that it does not address empathetic 

behaviors in their capacity to be either productive or detrimental to “the 

achievement of progressively more ‘distal’ and abstract goals” (Gallese, 2005, p. 

37), meaning that these studies fall short when it comes to addressing what 

social and political justice implications might manifest when rethinking 

empathy with agential realism. Study III just scratches the surface of this, as the 

Create your Own Reality video speaks to the issue of climate change. In 

agential realism “apparatuses are the material conditions of possibility and 

impossibility of mattering” (Barad, 2007, p. 148, emphasis original). This 

emphasizes the difficulty of working with agential realisms, as the theory 

suggests that research outcomes are “not governed by the will or desires of the 

experimenter” but rather get determined through our own intra-actions as part 

of “experimental apparatus[es]” (Barad, 2007, p. 19). 

The studies here only speak to how artistic practices benefit heterogeneity 

and they do not examine the particularities of these heterogeneous openings 

and how they form connections with bigger ideas or themes that are often 

introduced in art education teaching practices. Also, these studies do not 

account for the nature in which “intra-actions iteratively reconfigure what is 

possible and what is impossible” as according to agential realism “possibilities 

do not sit still” (Barad, 2009, p. 177). Meaning it doesn’t examine what is 

possible within the duration in which different individuals empathize 

objects/materials/matter(s) as phenomena. For example, in study I the 

heterogeneity of the suitcase’s phenomena could have extensions to big ideas 

such as poverty, death, and leaving. However, this dissertation is unable to 

address heterogeneous openings such as poverty, death, leaving (study I), and 

global warming (study III), and further connect these to social political ideas as 

a form of pedagogy. 

Studies II and III rejects the idea of relationships as being in “absolute 

exteriority or absolute interiority” to one another (Barad, 2007, p. 176). 

Alternatively, the agency of objects/materials/matter(s) during artistic activities 

is viewed as “a matter of exteriority within phenomena” (Barad, 2007, p. 176). 

In agential realism agencies are performative, not possession, but rather 

enactments (Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2012). Humans form an agentic part of 

social/cultural, techno/scientific, and nature/cultural phenomena that 

continuously reshape our world but are not the primary cause of it (Barad, 

2007). This shift from being ‘in’ the world to being part of the world (onto-
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epistem-ologically as Barad refers to it) allows us to find ourselves in the other 

and the other in ourselves, whether human or more-than-human, as “agential 

separability is a matter of exteriority within phenomena” (Barad 2007, pg. 177, 

emphasis original). This suggests that using art education and artistic practices 

to foster empathy also provide a starting point for “exploring education beyond 

anthropocentrism” (Kallio-Tavin, 2020, p. 308). 

ABR methodology could pose challenges when it comes to conducting 

empathy studies on a larger scale, as ABR methods benefit to research is that it 

offers more direct and personal approaches of examination (McNiff, 2008). 

Another limitation is that this research was designed to examine empathy as 

situated and performative, perhaps making it difficult to reproduce such studies 

on a larger scale. However, a small number of students offer a possibility to have 

a profound study that (may) suggest directions. The studies here, while small, 

were able to provide more detailed examinations of how artistic practices and 

empathetic behaviors form connections. While the situatedness of these studies 

makes the reproducibility of the research outcomes likely to be impossible, 

studies employing performative ABR methods can provide educational and 

broader research communities with the means for examining nuanced and 

complex qualities of empathy (Hooker, 2015). ABR, as an approach to empathy 

research, might help us begin to understand why it is that empathy matter(s).  

6.3 Empathy in art education & further research 

 

Twenty-first century art education should aim towards helping learners move 

out of an anthropocentric world view, as traditional humanistic views place 

humans in a hierarchy that is more valuable than non-human entities (Fox & 

Alldred, 2018). Kallio-Tavin (2020) imparts how “ethics and empathy 

education” form an important part of educating beyond anthropocentrism 

(Kallio-Tavin, 2020, p. 308). The phenomena of the sock and buskin masked 

figure conjoined with the plant and the Lehtimies in Study III, and dogs in 

Study II, exemplify how non-human beings are given non-hierarchal 

consideration in co-constituting events of empathy. Learning through art 

activities can help move us beyond anthropocentrism as artistic ways of 

knowing can challenge students’ understanding of objects/materials/matter(s) 

as materials-discursive phenomena, shifting their perceptions regarding the 

nature of agency and power relations within entanglements. What intrinsic 

power dynamics and agentic capacities of non-human others might artistic 

practices reveal amongst objects/materials/matter(s) entangled phenomena? 

What is the role of empathetic behaviors in helping to recognize such ongoing 

power dynamics in artwork? For example, what can the subjective/objective 

qualities produced by manipulating objects/materials/matter(s) during artistic 

practices (in all their techno/scientific nature/cultural material discursivity) 
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reveal about the epistemic nature of hierarchies, and how does empathy work in 

conjunction with these? How might mapping 23  entanglements of 

objects/materials/matter(s) phenomena during artistic practices reveal the 

agentic capacity of matter(s) in artistic practices in their temporal, glocal, and 

macro/micro abilities to change things? 

Further research is needed in art education addressing issues of ethicality 

and responsibility that rise to the surface when rethinking empathy as 

performative and entangled with objects/materials/matter(s) during artistic 

practices. Art education and research can elicit empathetic behaviors, evoking 

these in questioning issues such as erasure, colonialism, inequality, and 

hegemonic ideologies (Wexler, Keifer-Boyd & Bastos, 2022). Art viewing and 

artmaking are about exploring the different possible experimental outcomes, or 

“the necessity of doing justice simultaneously to the different experimental data 

which are expressed” (Murdoch, 1987, p. 51; Barad 1995, p. 57). Arts-based 

methods offers exploratory approaches for cultivating perspectives divergent 

from those currently pervading current educational institutional practices, as 

artistic practices can use phenomena (objects/materials/matter(s)) as subject 

matter to illuminate and discuss these. Through art education, and during 

artistic practices, empathizing with matter(s) awaken “new material 

imaginaries, other possibilities, other worlds that are not merely to come but 

exists in the thickness of the now” (Barad, 2017).  

Future research in art education could explore the ways in which art 

education might help to mitigate and/or forestall education institutions from 

integrating empathy using “therapeutic” or “prescription” intervention models. 

As O’Donnell warns, such prescriptive integration tactics can lead empathy 

education towards “a dangerous pathologization” (O’Donnell, 2013, p. 269). 

Such a travesty would rob the world of empathizing connections inclusive of 

humans and non-humans. 

New materialism is a flat ontology that seeks to examine more closely 

everyday intra- actions and what material effects come together in producing 

these. Such an understanding might suggest that artistic ways of knowing are 

primordial 24  ways of knowing (Wilson, 2017), productive of, living in, and 

produced naturally within the central localities of our bodies. Study III 

highlights a common shared focus between agential realisms and indigenous 

scholarship in that they are both based on a performative relational meta-

physics that situationally and ethically entangles objects/materials/matter(s) as 

agents (Roseik et al., 2020). What if future art education research could attend 

to artistic practices, understanding these through the same shared agential 

 
23 During activities of mapping might be where to look for empathy performativity in this future 
research endeavor.  
24 Here I am referring to its definition as something originating or stemming from primeval times (see 
for example Wilson’s- Origin of Creativity (2017).  
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realism/indigenous meta- physics? What if artistic practices evoke empathetic 

performativity as situated, primordial, subliminal ways of knowing? 

While the studies here used digital media as part of the ABR methods, the 

material aspects of the digital media have remained in the shadows. Material-

discursive practices and the entangled “relationship between the self, 

subjectivity, and performance” (Hooker, 2015), as these transpire in digitalized 

networked environments (designed to enact performativity), have yet to be 

addressed. For example, as a starting point, future research could examine 

immersive and participatory technologies, such as mixed/virtual reality, video 

games, and social media and the agentic nature of objects/materials/matter(s) 

as phenomena in co-constituting empathetic behaviors whilst entangled within 

these digital worlds.  

6.4 Final thoughts about what matter(s) 

 

“Artists, often allow us to grasp what we cannot yet understand”  
~Angela Davis 

 

In this thesis I have examined the connection between artistic practices, 

empathetic behaviors, and how using arts-based methods as an apparatus for 

such research has allowed me to see and experience empathy research 

differently; as performative, neither inherently good or bad, as operating 

outside linear time constraints, and entangled with objects/materials/and 

matter(s). I am hoping that the articles comprising this doctoral study can 

benefit future research on empathy by opening-up the conceptualization of 

empathy, illuminating the nature of its performativity as well as its capacity to 

help us form relationships with non-human others. I feel it is essential to realize 

that empathy is important, and but not because it can help us achieve greater 

success in life (Krzaric, 2014), or because it helps us respond correctly to 

someone else’s feelings (Borba, 2016). Empathy is important for understanding 

our own response-ability and accountability for the role we play in the worlds 

becoming. 

Throughout the studies in this dissertation, empathy comes to be understood 

as performative, as something we do, manifesting amongst entangled 

phenomena of objects/materials/matter(s) as we strive to understand these 

during artistic practices. Objects/materials/matter(s) are agentic in co-

constituting conditions for eliciting empathy, and when we engage in artistic 

practices we empathize in both anthropocentric and non- anthropocentric ways. 

Artistic practices blur the boundaries of objects/materials/matter(s) “absolute 

interiority” or “absolute exteriority” (Barad, 2007, pg. 176) and during activities 

of art viewing and artmaking we strive to gain a deeper understanding as to how 
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we create and form connections. Art education, with an agential realism shift, is 

essential for promoting empathy in 21st century education because it evokes 

empathy performatively in complex, dynamic, multi-faceted, material-

discursive, and non-anthropocentric ways.  

At the beginning of this summary, it was suggested that ‘art might just be the 

oyster to empathy’s pearl’. Like a grain of sand or irritant trapped in an oyster 

shell, engaging in artistic practices allow us to materially (re)dress affecting 

matter(s). Slowly, this irritating bit of sand is encased in new materials 

produced by the oyster, becoming a pearl. Empathy performativity plays a 

crucial role in allowing us to respond to, and cope with, the affecting sands of 

our time.  
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